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ABSTRACT 

 

The prevalence of direct-injection fuel sprays in engines and power-generation systems 

and, in particular, the emergencies of advanced combustion strategies that involve 

unconventional conditions have made detailed study of fuel sprays necessary. In some of these 

strategies, fuel is injected early in the compression stroke when in-cylinder temperature and 

density are both much lower than for conventional operation, thus increasing the potential for 

wall impingement and wall wetting due to slower vaporization of the fuel. This thesis reports 

liquid penetration lengths and spray cone angles of n-heptane measured using high-speed 

imaging of elastic light scattering in a constant-pressure flow vessel (CPFV). Experiments were 

conducted for a range of injection pressures and injection durations, and more importantly for a 

range of steady ambient thermodynamic conditions, including velocity, temperature, and density 

of the air flow. Air temperatures included well below, near, and well above saturation 

temperatures of n-heptane at the various pressures studied, which should provide some insight 

into spray behavior of diesel fuel components for early-injection conditions that also could 

potentially range from below to above saturation. Results strongly suggest that well-accepted 

models, based on mixing-limited vaporization of fuel, are not sufficient for these conditions 

relevant to early direct-injection. More work is clearly necessary to develop new models to 

predict such behavior. Future work is expected to include studies of multi-component blends of 

hydrocarbons, such as gasoline, diesel, and biodiesel fuels and comprehensive experiments will 

be conducted to observe multiple-injection fuel spray phenomena.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Motivation. 

Fuel-injection sprays are critical and widely used in many practical combustion systems, 

including compression-ignition engines and gas turbines. Additionally, direct-injection fuel 

sprays have gained popularity in spark-ignition engines in recent years. Thus, a further 

understanding of fuel-spray phenomena, including breakup of the liquid jet into droplets, 

entrainment of surrounding gas, droplet vaporization, penetration of liquid- and vapor-phase fuel, 

and fuel-air mixing is necessary. Since these processes are critical in developing an appropriate 

fuel-air mixture for combustion, detailed studies of fuel-spray processes can help improve 

combustion systems in order to achieve high efficiency, fuel-flexibility, and low emissions. 

 

Figure 1.1 Different applications of fuel injection, including gasoline engine, diesel engine and 
gas turbine (images from Mazda, Mercedez-Benz, and Pratt & Whitney). 
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1.2 Experimental Platforms. 

In order to observe and analyze the processes involved in fuel sprays, it is necessary to 

set up an appropriate experimental apparatus. Furthermore, optical access to the actual spray 

process would be desirable. Several systems can be found that meet these requirements. A 

detailed review and discussion of engine-relevant experimental systems with a comparison of 

their advantages and disadvantages is available in the literature.1 Among the most useful and 

relevant systems for studies of fuel sprays are optical engines,2-5 constant-volume chambers,6-9  

and constant-pressure flow vessels.10,11  

 

 

Figure 1.2 Common platforms to study fuel spray characteristics. 
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Optical engines can best simulate real engine conditions. Unfortunately, they are 

typically difficult to operate and model, and have somewhat limited optical access. 

Contrastingly, constant-volume and constant-pressure vessels are more fundamental, allowing 

accurate control of ambient thermodynamic parameters and extensive optical access. Meanwhile, 

constant-volume and constant-pressure vessels are able to remove complex transient conditions 

of a normal operating engine, creating a better stage to isolate and observe the chemical and 

fluid-mechanic properties of fuel sprays. In addition, non-reacting conditions simplify the spray 

process, enabling observations of fundamental physical and fluid-mechanic properties of fuel 

sprays via time-resolved high-speed imaging and optical techniques. 

 

1.3 Previous Work on Fuel Sprays. 

Complicated fuel-spray processes can be characterized in terms of local properties or 

global properties. Local properties include droplet size, velocity, and concentration, all of which 

can be very challenging to measure in dense sprays where light extinction and multiple-body 

scattering can significantly reduce detected signal or complicate signal interpretation. 

Meanwhile, global properties such as liquid- and vapor-phase penetration are much easier to 

investigate, and can be related to properties of the fuel and the surrounding gas.6,7,12 For modern 

diesel injectors, which employ high-pressure injection and small orifice sizes, global spray 

properties (for a given fuel) have been shown to depend primarily on thermodynamic conditions 

such as ambient temperature and ambient density.2,12,13 In particular, Siebers et al.6,12 noted the 

strong dependence of diesel-spray penetration and dispersion on thermodynamic properties of 

the ambient gas. Siebers used these observations to establish an analytical model based on a so-

called “mixing-limited vaporization” assumption, ignoring any effect of individual droplets and 
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relating liquid-phase fuel penetration (i.e., liquid length) and jet spreading angle to 

thermodynamic properties of the fuel and ambient gas.12 This “Siebers scaling law” has been 

used with great accuracy to predict liquid lengths for a wide range of fuels and conditions 

relevant to conventional diesel combustion and is often cited and used as a benchmark due to its 

simplicity. 

A number of fuel-spray experiments have been performed in practical engines, although 

these studies have mostly involved high-temperature and high-density conditions close to the end 

of the compression stroke.10,14-21 Most experiments, including in constant-volume systems and 

practical engines, involved high-pressure diesel injectors and demonstrated a series of common 

trends with respect to the fuel sprays, as outlined by Fisher et al.2 Some of these common trends 

are: (1) rapid and linear initial penetration with no distinction between liquid and vapor; (2) 

establishment of a quasi-steady liquid length, with continuing penetration of vapor-phase fuel; 

and (3) shorter quasi-steady liquid lengths for higher ambient-gas temperatures and densities. 

The maximum distance of liquid-phase fuel penetration, or “liquid length,” is a critically 

important global spray property. For a given engine and injector geometry, liquid length 

determines if liquid fuel penetrates on the inner cylinder wall. Wall wetting is undesirable due to 

its contribution to lube-oil dilution, reduced combustion efficiency, and increased emissions.18,22-

28 As mentioned above, the Siebers scaling law is able to accurately predict liquid lengths for 

conventional diesel conditions (high-temperature, high-density conditions near the end of the 

compression stroke). For some advanced combustion strategies, however, the Siebers scaling law 

may not be as useful. For instance, early direct injection of fuel is used in a low-temperature 

combustion (LTC) strategy most commonly known as PCCI (premixed charge compression 

ignition). Fuel injected early in the compression stroke mixes with ambient gas at relatively low 
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temperature and density, conditions that have not been adequately compared with the Siebers 

scaling law. Furthermore, Siebers himself observed that the 1D mixing-limited-vaporization 

model became less accurate as temperature and density decreased.12 In the lower range of 

experimental temperatures studied by Siebers (approximately 700-800 K), the Siebers scaling 

law predicted liquid lengths that were noticeably longer than those measured in the 

experiments.12 A validation study in an optical engine under non-reacting conditions has been 

done by Fisher et al., and results showed that Siebers scaling law predictions deviated 

significantly from experimental results for some unsteady in-cylinder conditions.2 Measurements 

were in good agreement with the Siebers scaling law near end of compression and beginning of 

expansion, but were considerably shorter than model predictions for injections that occurred 

early in compression or late in expansion.2 Since the experiments were performed in a motoring 

engine, however, while the Siebers scaling law was based entirely on liquid-length 

measurements under quasi-steady ambient conditions, it is difficult to determine with certainty 

whether the disparity was a result of the low ambient temperatures and densities or a result of the 

unsteadiness of the conditions. Pickett et al.29 studied liquid- and vapor-phase penetration for 

relatively low-temperature and low-density quasi-steady conditions in a constant-volume 

chamber, with a focus on multiple short-duration injections. They found a benefit of shorter-

duration injections, in terms of limiting liquid-phase penetration to avoid wall impingement, but 

the range of ambient thermodynamic conditions studied was somewhat limited. 

 

1.4 Low-Temperature Combustion (LTC). 

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions and U.S. reliance on foreign oil imports are strong 

drivers for increasing the fuel efficiency of passenger cars and light-duty trucks. Using diesel 
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engines in these vehicles is a cost-effective, easily implemented strategy for reducing fuel 

consumption and attendant CO2 emissions. However, the relatively high emission of NOx and 

particulate matter emitted by diesels increases the cost and raises environmental barriers that 

prevent their widespread market penetration. Consequently, research into automotive-class diesel 

engines is focused on low-temperature combustion techniques that can reduce emissions in-

cylinder, without sacrificing engine efficiency and fuel consumption.30 

Low temperature combustion (LTC) consists of a series of advanced combustion 

strategies, including homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) or premixed charge 

compression ignition (PCCI). LTC combustion can produce very low emissions of NOx and 

soot, but often results in increased CO and Hydrocarbons. The concept is illustrated in Figure 

1.3. The performance and emissions of engines using LTC strategies depend on the fuel 

properties. One strategy for LTC in diesel engines is known as early direct-injection. 

 

Figure 1.3 Working mechanism of low temperature combustion (LTC), showing its significantly 
low emission for NOx and soot.31 
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Early direct-injection LTC differs from conventional diesel combustion in several ways. 

Fuel is directly injected earlier in the compression stroke compared to conventional methods, 

where the fuel is injected near TDC at density and temperature ranging from 20 to 30 kg/m3 and 

~900-1000 K, respectively. In the advanced LTC strategy, the injection event occurs at 30° to 

70° before TDC at lower density and temperature ranging from 5 to 10 kg/m3 and ~400-500 K, 

respectively. This increases pre-combustion mixing and simultaneously reduces particulate 

matter emissions and peak temperatures during combustion, thus minimizing NOx.24,32,33-40 

Despite the benefits of this method compared to the conventional method, fuel is injected at 

lower in-cylinder ambient conditions where vaporization is poor and liquid impingement upon 

the cylinder liner and piston bowl are more likely to occur.28,39 

 

1.5 Summary. 

Established views of diesel-spray behavior, namely the assumption of mixing-limited 

vaporization, have been verified repeatedly for many years for standard diesel-combustion 

conditions. With development of advanced engine-combustion strategies and alternative fuels 

underway, however, additional research is necessary to characterize fuel-spray behavior for these 

unconventional conditions. Some previous work (e.g., Fisher et al.2 and Pickett et al.29) has been 

done in this area, but more work is needed. The primary focus of this research is to demonstrate 

and discuss measurements of n-heptane sprays in an optically accessible constant-pressure flow 

vessel (CPFV) for conditions relevant to early direct-injection or PCCI. Development and 

validation of the flow vessel has been described in a previous paper.41 In the current study, liquid 

lengths and spray cone angles have been measured via high-speed spray visualization for a range 

of ambient temperatures, densities, and flow velocities, as well as injection durations and 
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injection pressures. Results are compared with predictions of liquid length and cone angle based 

on the Siebers scaling law,12 as well as predictions of vapor-phase penetration based on the gas-

jet model of Naber and Siebers.6 Experiments were conducted with ambient and fuel 

temperatures below, near, and above the saturation point of n-heptane at various ambient 

densities. Such conditions are considered analogous to those for early direct-injection of less 

volatile hydrocarbons commonly found in diesel fuel (e.g., n-dodecane), in terms of being near 

the saturation temperature of the fuel. Thus, it is expected that this study of n-heptane will give 

useful insight into spray processes at relatively low-temperature and low-density conditions.  

Chapter 2 of this thesis contains details of the experimental setup, operating conditions, 

and methods of data acquisition and processing. Chapter 3 contains all of the experimental 

results and detailed discussion, including comparison with established models. Finally, Chapter 4 

contains a summary of the research and suggestions for future work. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

2.1 CPFV Specifications. 

The constant-pressure flow vessel (CPFV) operated in this research was recently 

designed and developed. Details can be found in a previous paper.41 Specifications and 

capabilities are briefly discussed here. Important vessel specifications and capabilities are listed 

in Table 2.1. The CPFV was designed for non-reacting experiments at temperatures and 

pressures up to 200°C and 1380 kPa (200 psi), respectively. Though they do not replicate 

maximum-compression engine conditions, these conditions are considered to be relevant to 

advanced low-temperature combustion strategies (e.g., early direct-injection in diesel engines). 

Diagrams that show the overall design of the vessel are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Figure 2.1 

displays the side view of the overall CPFV assembly, consisting of a stainless-steel primary 

vessel and a stainless-steel auxiliary vessel connected by stainless-steel flanges, with some 

dimensions. There are several access ports along the length of the assembly—three ports for 

thermocouples to measure the temperature inside the vessel and a fourth port for a pressure 

sensor. In addition, another thermocouple is installed inside the vessel to measure the surface 

temperature of the injector tip, which serves as a reasonable estimate of the fuel temperature. 
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Table 2.1 CPFV specifications and capabilities 

Max. pressure 1380 kPa 

Max. temperature 200°C 

Vessel material 304 stainless steel 

Vessel inside diameter 14.6 cm 

Optical access 4 orthogonal windows 

Window material Borosilicate glass 

Window size 25 cm (L) × 3.8 cm (W) 

 
 
 

 

Figure 2.1 Side view of CPFV assembly 
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Figure 2.2 Isometric view of CPFV assembly 

 

The primary vessel has four rectangular windows allowing optical access, arranged 

orthogonally around the circumference of the vessel, as shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. This 

design was chosen for experiments in which the fuel spray consists of a single jet oriented along 

the central axis of the cylindrical vessel. Four-sided orthogonal access enables multiple 

simultaneous experiments, such as combination of liquid-phase and vapor-phase penetration 

using elastic light scattering and schlieren imaging, respectively.  

Sweep gas, normally air, flows through the vessel at desired ambient thermodynamic 

conditions to continuously remove unreacted fuel vapor. The sweep gas is provided by a 

booster/compressor system and is elevated to a chosen temperature through a heater before 

entering the CPFV. The overall system schematic is shown in Figure 2.3. Mass flow rate of 

sweep gas is set using a choked-flow orifice at the exit of the CPFV assembly. As long as the 

flow remains choked, mass flow rate can be calculated from choked-flow equations with known 

pressure and temperature upstream of the orifice (i.e., inside the CPFV). Combining ideal-gas 
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law equations and choked-flow relations with a fixed orifice size, it can be proven that 

volumetric flow rate, and thus linear gas-flow velocity, through the vessel remains essentially 

unchanged as pressure varies. Orifice size can be changed by simply installing a fitting with a 

different orifice drilled through it in the exit flange of the auxiliary vessel. This enables study of 

the effects of different flow rates/velocities. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Schematic of overall CPFV experimental setup, including peripheral hardware and 
electronics 

 

Uniform laminar flow inside the CPFV is desirable to eliminate unsteady effects of 

turbulence when studying fundamental characteristics of fuel sprays. The exit orifice size 
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maintains flow at a low velocity, while an efficient system was also designed to condition the 

gas-flow at the entrance to the CPFV to promote streamlined and uniform flow. A section view 

of the entry part of CPFV is shown in Figure 2.4. Air enters the primary vessel through four ports 

in the injector flange. The flow immediately encounters a plate with a series of circumferentially 

distributed holes, but solid material (holes are plugged) directly in front of flow entry points. 

Thus, the flow must spread out to pass through the distributed holes. Once past this entry area, 

the flow encounters a series of two flow-regulation plates, each with approximately 450 holes 

with 0.48 cm diameter. The holes in these plates eliminate or reduce any residual large-scale 

turbulence and thus streamline the flow as it enters the fuel-spray area. Although the sweep-gas 

flow configuration in the CPFV does not mimic that of an engine, fuel-spray studies in this 

environment are considered useful since the high velocity and momentum of a high-pressure 

diesel jet minimizes effects of ambient flows. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Section view of primary vessel entry area 
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2.2 Fuel System Setup. 

A diesel injector and a high-pressure fuel cart comprise the primary fuel system. Table 

2.2 summarizes important injector specifications. The injector is a Bosch CRIN3 solenoid-driven 

common-rail injector, commonly used in the GM 6.6-liter LMM model engine. It has been 

modified, however, to have only a single orifice at the tip that sprays a fuel jet on the central 

axis. The injector is controlled by an electronic SADI (stand-alone direct-injection) driver unit 

that provides the high-current electrical signal required to drive the solenoid and actuate the 

injector. A custom fuel cart (Exergy Engineering; Grand Rapids, MI), which uses an air-driven 

pressure multiplier, supplies high-pressure fuel to the injector. A LabVIEW-based control and 

data-acquisition (CDAQ) system has been created to simultaneously trigger the fuel injector and 

high-speed spray-visualization system and to acquire experimental data. This CDAQ system 

includes two National Instruments module-based systems (CompactDAQ and CompactRIO), 

both operated by a computer via LabVIEW software, that simultaneously trigger the injector and 

a digital pulse generator (Model DG645; Stanford Research Systems; Sunnyvale, CA). The pulse 

generator in turn sends synchronized pulse bursts to the light source and the camera. The CDAQ 

system also acquires analog signals (pressure and temperature in the CPFV) for system 

monitoring and data post-processing.  

Table 2.2 Fuel injector specifications and capabilities 

Injector type Bosch solenoid-driven 
common-rail 

Injector model CRIN3-18 

Max. injection pressure 180 MPa 

Nozzle style Single-orifice, on-axis 

Orifice diameter 100 µm 
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The current research is focused on n-heptane, a hydrocarbon that is often used as a single-

component chemical surrogate for diesel fuels. Table 2.3 summarizes important properties of n-

heptane, including those from Murphy et al.42 and Turns.43 One reason for studying n-heptane is 

its application as a benchmark fuel for the Engine Combustion Network (ECN), a global research 

consortium that is developing a database of diesel-relevant spray measurements to validate 

experimental techniques and assist in development of computational spray models.32 Another 

consideration is the high volatility of n-heptane, which facilitates faster vaporization than less-

volatile fuels (e.g., n-dodecane) and thus makes it more likely to have liquid lengths that are 

measurable in the current experimental setup. 

 

Table 2.3 Fuel properties of n-heptane 

IUPAC name heptane 

CAS # 142-82-5 

Cetane number a 52.5 – 56 

Liquid density b,c 684 kg/m3 

Boiling point b,c 98.4°C 

Enthalpy of vaporization b,c 316 kJ/kg 

a Data obtained from Murphy et al.42 

b Properties at 1 atm 

c Data obtained from Turns43 
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2.3 High-Speed Spray-Visualization (HSSV) System.  

As discussed in previous papers,41,44 a high-speed spray-visualization (HSSV) system has 

been designed and implemented to acquire time-resolved fuel-spray measurements. The HSSV 

system consists of a custom light source (a linear array of light-emitting diodes), a high-speed 

CMOS camera (Phantom v7.3; Vision Research, Inc.; Wayne, NJ), and electronic devices 

necessary for synchronizing the light source, camera, and fuel injector. The setup of the system 

and the electronics is shown schematically in Figure 2.3. Elastic light scattering from liquid-fuel 

droplets is used to obtain images of liquid-phase fuel penetration. As displayed in Figure 2.5, the 

light source is attached to the bottom of the CPFV such that the light sheet enters the vessel 

through the bottom window, illuminates the spray as it penetrates through the vessel, and then 

exits through the top window. The camera views the spray through a side window, and thus 

detects scattered light at 90° from liquid-fuel droplets without any contribution from schlieren 

effects. 

 

Figure 2.5 High-speed spray-visualization system 
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The light source (OH36-LGME, Lightspeed Technologies Inc., Campbell, CA) consists 

of a linear array of twenty individual light-emitting diodes, or LEDs, packaged in a single 

housing that also includes an array of cylindrical lenses. The cylindrical optics create a uniform 

sheet of light with 1.3-cm (0.5-inch) width and 25-cm (10-inch) length (same length as the 

window). Driver electronics for the LED array are pre-configured to enable bursts of light, each 

containing many individual short-duration light pulses. Each light burst corresponds to one 

single injection, and individual light pulses within each burst provide time resolution within the 

injection itself. The width/duration of each light pulse was set to 1 µs to effectively freeze the 

spray process in each image. 

The Phantom v7.3 high-speed camera is able to achieve full-resolution (800 pixels × 600 

pixels) framing rates of 6,688 Hz, and up to 222,222 Hz maximum when imaging 32 pixels × 8 

pixels. It is a black-and-white, 14-bit camera; therefore, images are recorded with grayscale 

intensity ranging from 0 to 16,383 counts. The camera was operated at 50 kHz for the current 

research, thus achieving temporal resolution of 20 µs. A Fujinon f/1.4 video lens with 25-mm 

focal length (CF25HA-1; Navitar, Inc.; Rochester, NY) was installed on the camera to collect 

and focus the scattered light from the liquid-fuel droplets. Table 2.4 summarizes important 

imaging parameters for this study. 
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Table 2.4 HSSV parameters 

Time resolution 20 µs 

Camera:  

     Framing rate 50 kHz 

     Exposure time 6 µs 

     Recording time per injection 4620 µs 

     Recorded pixels 512 × 64 

     Pixel resolution 0.55 mm/pixel 

LED array:  

     Pulse repetition rate 50 kHz 

     Pulse width 1 µs 

 

2.4 Software Development.  

2.4.1 LabVIEW Control System 

As discussed above, a LabVIEW-based control and data-acquisition (CDAQ) system has 

been created to simultaneously trigger the fuel injector and high-speed spray-visualization 

system and to acquire experimental data. A LabVIEW Virtual Instrument (VI) was developed to 

acquire data and send out several synchronizing trigger pulses. The data acquired by the VI 

include pressure and temperature inside the vessel, as well as detailed experiment parameters 

(i.e., injection parameter setup). Four synchronizing trigger pulses are produced by the VI, of 

which two control the camera gates (pre-trigger and trigger), the third one triggers the injector, 

and the fourth signal triggers the pulse generator. After the pulse generator is triggered, two 

synchronized bursts of TTL pulses are created, one for the camera (which indicates the number 
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of images to be taken) and the other one for the LED array, which controls the on and off status 

of the light source. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Interface of LabVIEW Control Center 

 

The front panel of the VI is shown in Figure 2.6. When the VI is operating the graphs will 

display the live temperature and pressure inside the vessel. The “Temp 2” (top middle), 

“Pressure 1” (top right), and “Injector T” (bottom middle) panels are currently the only ones in 

use, while the other three graphs are designed for future expansion. In the “Injection Control” 

region (on the left of the panel), the user can define the number of injections intended for a 

particular experiment as well as the period between each injection. If both the number of 

injections and injection period inputs are left empty or zero, there will be no data recorded since 
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no injection will occur. If the injection parameters are specified, however, when the toggle 

switch is “on” (up), three things will occur: 

1. The temperature and pressure readings will be stored into a spreadsheet in excel, where 

the filename is defined by the user in the filename text box in the “Data Control” area. 

2.  The toggle switch also serves as a trigger for the camera and the pulse generator. 

Therefore it is essential that the I/O ports are selected. If these ports are not selected an 

error message will pop up. The ports are currently embedded in the block panel for this 

series of experiments. 

3. The toggle switch also allows a sub-VI to record the injection parameters and any notes 

the user might have entered in the file note textbox before the experiment. The notes 

recorded are stored in a word document with the ‘filename’ specified by the user and 

‘_notes’ extended to it. 

 

2.4.2 Matlab Processing System 

Based on built-in functions in the MATLAB Image-Processing Toolbox (IPT), a custom 

graphical user interface (GUI) was developed in MATLAB to post-process spray images. 

Currently, the GUI is designed to find the boundary of the liquid-phase fuel using the Canny 

edge-detection method. In this method, an image is first smoothed using a Gaussian low-pass 

filter. Then a local gradient is computed for each point in the smoothed image to find the 

boundary. A threshold is then applied to isolate the boundary pixels and edge-linking algorithms 

are applied. The GUI then extracts liquid length and cone angle from the processed spray 

images. A screenshot of the GUI interface is shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 GUI of Image Processing System 

 

The GUI was designed to be intuitive and user-friendly. Thus in order to open an image 

file, simply clicking the Open File button will automatically open the computer file directory 

allowing the appropriate file to be selected. The selected file will then be immediately displayed; 

however, if the image is in the format of CIN or CINE, the GUI will proceed through a guided 

process before displaying the processed binary image on both Axes 1 and Axes 2, as shown in 

Figure 2.8. Data information will be extracted by clicking the Auto button, which is executed to 

process the image, display the reconstructed spray image in Axes 3, and calculate the spray angle 

and liquid length in “Results” section, also shown in Figure 2.8. Some additional functions like 

rotate and crop the image are embedded in the GUI as well as a manual approach to measure the 

spray angle and liquid length. Detailed codes of this GUI system are included in the Appendix. 
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Figure 2.8 GUI of Image Processing System with processed images 

 

Example screenshots from the Matlab GUI are shown in Figure 2.9. The liquid-phase fuel 

boundary can easily be distinguished with a thick solid line, along with illustrations of liquid 

length and spray cone angle. For this research, liquid length was defined as the distance from the 

injector tip to the last pixel of liquid fuel downstream. When the spray is attached to the injector 

(during the injection duration), the injector tip and the spray origin are the same point. After 

injection ends and the spray detaches, however, the spray origin and the injector tip are no longer 

at the same location. Thus, a “reference liquid length” also was calculated as the distance from 

the injector tip to the origin of the liquid-phase fuel (i.e., the first pixel of the spray). Cone angle 

was determined by fitting lines from the injector tip to the side boundaries of liquid-phase fuel 

for 1/3 to 1/2 of the spray closest to the injector, then taking the average of the angles determined 

from these lines.  
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Figure 2.9 Illustration of image processing in Matlab GUI, including cases where the spray is (a) 
attached to the injector during injection and (b) detached from the injector after end of injection. 

All dimensions are in pixels. 

 

An automatic image processing system also has been developed as a more efficient way 

to batch process the spray data. Detailed codes can be seen in Appendix. A screenshot of the 

results display after the process by the system is shown in Figure 2.10. Columns 1 through 6 

represent Frame Number, Spray Angle, Reference Spray Angle, Liquid Length, Reference 

Liquid Length, and Counts, respectively. Useful data would then be selected and put into excel 

spreadsheet for further analysis.   
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Figure 2.10 Data interface of Automatic Image Processing System 

 

As mention above, high-speed movies are post-processed using a custom GUI (graphical 

user interface) developed in Matlab. The GUI is designed to convert raw images into binary 

images and then isolate the boundary of the liquid-phase fuel via the Canny edge-detection 

method. Conversion of raw images to binary is accomplished using a single threshold intensity, 

whereby any pixels with intensity higher than the threshold are assigned a value of unity and any 

pixels with intensity lower than the threshold are assigned a value of zero. Sensitivity of liquid 

length to chosen threshold intensity is illustrated in Figure 2.11, including average results for 

three specific times after start of injection. It appears that a normalized intensity of 3% (0.03) 

works well to make liquid length relatively flat while still rejecting background noise. Thus, the 

threshold in final image processing is set to 3% of maximum possible intensity, or 491 counts 

out of the maximum possible 16,383 counts for the 14-bit camera. 
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Figure 2.11 Sensitivity of liquid length to threshold intensity (normalized to unity) 

 

2.5 Operating Conditions. 

In the current study, high-speed imaging experiments were conducted to determine the 

global properties of the liquid-phase characteristics of n-heptane fuel sprays, and how these are 

affected by several factors, including injection conditions and ambient conditions. Table 2.5 

summarizes the various experimental conditions that were tested, though not every possible 

combination of these parameters was included in this study. A full listing of every experimental 

combination that was tested is included in the Appendix. For each test, high-speed movies were 

recorded for twenty individual injections and the results were averaged for liquid length and cone 

angle. 
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Table 2.5 Operating conditions in CPFV 

Condition/parameter Value 

Fuel n-heptane 

Indicated DOI (ms) a 1.2 / 1.6 / 2.0 

Actual DOI (ms) b 1.8 / 2.2 / 2.6 

Fuel-rail pressure (bar) c 520 / 930 

Test conditions:    
   Exit orifice size (mm) 6.4 4.8 3.2 

   Air vol. flow rate (cm3/s) ~7,533 

(7,089 – 7,968) 

~4,237 

(3,988 – 4,482) 

~1,885 

(1,772 – 1,992) 

   Air velocity (cm/s) ~44.8 

(42.2 – 47.4) 

~25.2 

(23.7 – 26.7) 

~11.2 

(10.5 – 11.8) 

   Air pressure (kPa) 296 372 / 427 / 476 372 / 427 / 476 / 
752 / 848 / 951 

   Air temperature (°C) 100 / 150 / 200 100 / 150 / 200 100 / 150 / 200 

   Air density (kg/m3) ~2.5 (2.2 – 2.8) 3.5 3.5 / 7.0 

a Duration of injector-driver command pulse 

b Duration of injection determined from imaging experiments 

c Estimate based on air supply pressure and known multiplier 

 

For the largest orifice (6.4 mm), due to limitations in the experimental setup, a 

temperature sweep was conducted at a constant, relatively low pressure of 296 kPa. Thus, 

ambient density varied slightly from 2.2 kg/m3 to 2.8 kg/m3 as temperature varied from 100°C to 

200°C. A series of temperature sweeps were conducted for the second-largest orifice (4.8 mm), 

with ambient density remaining constant at 3.5 kg/m3. In addition, several experiments with 

various injection pressures and injection durations were also conducted for this orifice size, with 
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density and temperature held constant. For the smallest orifice (3.2 mm), in addition to sweeps of 

temperature, injection pressure, and injection duration, density was also varied from the baseline 

value (3.5 kg/m3) to 7 kg/m3. Combining ideal-gas equations of state with choke-flow 

relationships, volumetric flow rate and apparent air velocity were calculated for each case. Thus, 

data were compared for different orifice sizes to represent a velocity sweep. As shown in Table 

5, volumetric flow rate (and thus apparent velocity) was relatively constant across all studies for 

each orifice, while ambient conditions (including temperature, density, and velocity) changed 

significantly. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Sequences of sample images from single injections for three different conditions are 

shown in Figure 3.1. For all three cases, air velocity is 11 cm/s, air density is 3.5 kg/m3, indicated 

DOI is 1.6 ms, and fuel-rail pressure is 930 bar. Pixels that appear to be black contain zero or 

near-zero intensity due to a lack of light scattering signal. Scattering of LED light from liquid 

fuel droplets results in higher signal levels that appear gray to white. The superimposed edge 

around the spray periphery in each image illustrates the liquid-phase fuel boundary, as 

determined by the 3% threshold. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Sample spray images showing liquid-phase fuel penetration for (a) 100°C, (b) 150°C, 
and (c) 200°C, all at constant ambient density of 3.5 kg/m3. Injection pressure and indicated 

duration of injection were 930 bar and 1.6 ms, respectively, for these experiments.
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The images in Figure 3.1 demonstrate some general characteristics common to all of the 

experimental results. The spray appeared to become progressively narrower as ambient 

temperature increased, as illustrated by the relatively wide spray in the images of Figure 3.1a and 

the relatively narrow spray in the images of Figure 3.1c. As mentioned above in the 

“Experimental Setup and Conditions” section, the temperature of the surface of the fuel-injector 

tip was measured to be approximately the same as the ambient air temperature for each 

condition. Thus, it was assumed that, for each condition, fuel temperature was the same as air 

temperature. A comparison of ambient conditions tested in this study and n-heptane saturation 

conditions is summarized in Table 3.1, where saturation temperatures were determined using the 

DIPPR property database.45 For the case where fuel temperature was below saturation (Figure 

3.1a), liquid length of the jet head increased throughout the entire duration of injection and 

continued to penetrate even after injection was over. For the case where fuel temperature was 

near saturation (Figure 3.1b), penetration distance increased during the duration of injection, just 

as with the below-saturation case. After the end of injection, however, liquid length appeared to 

briefly reach a quasi-steady state. For the case where fuel temperature was above saturation 

(Figure 3.1c), liquid length increased initially just as in the other two cases, but then the quasi-

steady state was established long before end of injection, and all liquid rapidly vaporized after 

the end of injection. 
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Table 3.1 Comparison of ambient conditions and n-heptane saturation conditions 

Ambient density 
(kg/m3) 

Ambient press. 
(kPa) 

Ambient/fuel temp. a 
(°C) 

Fuel saturation temp. b 
(°C) 

3.5 372 100 150 

 427 150 156 

 476 200 162 

7.0 752 100 185 

 848 150 192 

 951 200 198 
a Temperature of ambient air and fuel are assumed to be equal 
b Saturation temperature of n-heptane, according to DIPPR database45 

 

For the same data shown in the sample images of Figure 3.1, processed results are shown 

in Figure 3.2. Results in Figure 3.2, however, have been averaged over twenty injections. Each 

column shows results for a different temperature (100°C, 150°C and 200°C), with measured 

values plotted vs. time. The top row shows liquid length, including the penetration distance of 

the leading boundary of the liquid-phase fuel (referred to as “jet head” in Figure 3.2) and the 

penetration distance of the upstream jet origin. For the data in Figure 3.2c, there was a clear, long 

period where liquid length appeared to be relatively steady, beginning long before end of 

injection. For the data in Figure 3.2b, though it was considerably shorter, there was still a clear 

period during which liquid length was steady. In both of these cases, liquid length can be 

averaged over a reasonable period of time to determine a steady-state value. For the data in 

Figure 3.2a, however, the jet head liquid length increased continuously for nearly the entire 

duration of the experiment, resulting in little or no establishment of a steady-state liquid length. 

Much of the remainder of this thesis examines how steady-state liquid length was affected by 

various injection and ambient parameters. For cases where steady-state behavior was indeed 
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established (e.g., data in Figures 3.2b and 3.2c), liquid lengths were averaged over the steady-

state period for each injection, and then these steady-state values were averaged over the twenty 

relevant injections for that experiment. For cases where steady-state behavior was not established 

(e.g., data in Figure 3.2a), maximum liquid lengths were determined for each injection, and then 

these maximum values were averaged over the twenty relevant injections. Nevertheless, for the 

purposes of comparison between conditions, these will be referred to as “steady-state” liquid 

lengths despite the lack of true steady-state behavior.  

 

 

Figure 3.2 Results of temperature sweep for lower density (3.5 kg/m3) and lowest air flow 
velocity (11 cm/s), with 930-bar injection pressure and 1.6-ms indicated DOI. Results include 
liquid length (top row), spray angle (middle row) and number of liquid “counts” (bottom row) 

for ambient air temperatures of (a) 100°C, (b) 150°C, and (c) 200°C. 
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The middle row in Figure 3.2 shows the cone angle of the spray, as defined by the 

boundary of the liquid-phase fuel, up to the end of injection. After end of injection, cone angle 

becomes essentially meaningless and is thus not determined or shown. The processed data 

reinforce what can be seen in the images in Figure 3.1, namely that the spray became 

increasingly narrow as temperature increased. In the remaining sections of this paper, effects of 

various parameters on steady-state or average cone angle are examined. As shown in Figure 3.2, 

regardless of liquid-length trends, a relatively steady cone angle was established very quickly for 

all cases. Thus, the steady-state cone angle was determined by averaging the cone angle over the 

long steady period leading up to end of injection. Similar to steady-state liquid length, steady-

state cone angle was determined for each individual injection, and then averaged over the twenty 

injections relevant to each condition. 

The bottom row in Figure 3.2 shows the number of “counts,” or the number of pixels that 

contain liquid-phase fuel. This is essentially the projected area of the spray, or, assuming the 

spray is reasonably axisymmetric, can be considered representative of the volume occupied by 

the spray. 

 

3.1 Effects of Duration of Injection.  

In order to understand the effect of duration of injection (DOI) on liquid length and spray 

angle, three different indicated DOIs were implemented in the experiments. The indicated DOI is 

defined as the duration of the command pulse sent to the injector. As shown in Figure 3.3, 1.6 ms 

was chosen as the baseline, 1.2 ms was considered as a shorter duration, and 2 ms as a longer 

duration. Figure 3.3a (left) shows the actual steady-state liquid length vs. DOI, while Figure 3.3b 

(right) shows liquid lengths that have been normalized by the maximum value for each 
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condition. For the higher velocity (25 cm/s) case, steady-state liquid lengths in order of 

increasing DOI were 101.6 mm, 107.4 mm, and 111.3 mm, with relative standard deviations of 

0.8%, 1.3%, and 0.9%, respectively. For the lower velocity (11 cm/s) case at lower density (3.5 

kg/m3), liquid lengths in order of increasing DOI were 65.2 mm, 64.7mm, and 66.6 mm. For the 

lower velocity (11 cm/s) case at higher density (7 kg/m3), liquid lengths in order of increasing 

DOI were 67.9 mm, 72.2 mm and 70.7 mm. The maximum relative standard deviation for these 

two cases was 2.5%. Normalized results in Figure 3.3b show that, for all three conditions, 

steady-state liquid length only differed noticeably at the shortest DOI. This is due to the fact that 

the spray did not actually reach steady-state at this condition. This issue was most noticeable for 

the case of lower temperature (150°C), at which the fuel was near saturation conditions. The 

issue was minimized when temperature was high (200°C) and density (and thus pressure) 

remained low, since fuel was above saturation and thus a steady state was established or at least 

nearly established. Other than this observation at the shortest duration, DOI had little to no effect 

on steady-state liquid length. 
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Figure 3.3 Steady-state liquid length vs. indicated DOI for various conditions, in terms of (a) 
actual liquid length and (b) liquid length normalized by the maximum value for each condition. 

Values represent averages of twenty injections and error bars on actual liquid lengths represent ± 
one standard deviation. Where necessary, results are horizontally shifted for clarity. 

 

Figure 3.4 shows the effect of DOI on spray cone angle. For the higher velocity (25 cm/s) 

case, spray angles in order of increasing DOI were 9.1°, 9.4°, and 9.4° with relative standard 

deviations of 0.9%, 0.8%, and 1.2%, respectively. For the lower velocity (11 cm/s) case, spray 

angles in order of increasing DOI were 8.3°, 8.4° and 8.4° at lower density (3.5 kg/m3) and 9.1°, 

9.4°, and 9.1° for higher density (7 kg/m3). Maximum relative standard deviation for these two 

cases was 1.5%. Spray cone angle, like liquid length, does not appear to depend on DOI in any 

significant way. On the other hand, spray cone angle clearly depends on ambient conditions. 

Spray angles were tightly grouped for conditions where temperature and density were 

simultaneously lower (150°C and 3.5 kg/m3, respectively) and simultaneously higher (200°C and 

7 kg/m3, respectively). For both of these cases, fuel was near saturation. When temperature was 

high (200°C) and density was low (3.5 kg/m3), however, spray angle was noticeably more 

narrow. For this case, fuel was above saturation and therefore vaporized more easily. This likely 

explains the observed trend, since faster vaporization would reduce the presence of liquid fuel in 

the periphery of the spray, thus leading to a narrower cone angle. 
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Figure 3.4 Spray angle vs. indicated DOI for various conditions, in terms of (a) actual spray 
angle and (b) spray angle normalized by the maximum value for each condition. Values 

represent averages of twenty injections and error bars on actual spray angles represent ± one 
standard deviation. Where necessary, results are horizontally shifted for clarity. 

 

3.2 Effects of Injection Pressure.  

It has been demonstrated previously that liquid length does not depend on injection 

pressure for sufficiently high injection pressure and small orifice size.2,7,12,13,46 Thus, a series of 

injection pressure sweeps were performed with a constant density of 3.5 kg/m3. The only 

exception was the case of the highest velocity (45 cm/s), for which density actually ranged from 

2.2 kg/m3 to 2.8 kg/m3, due to the limitation of the pressure of supply air. Results are shown in 

Figure 3.5, both in terms of actual liquid length (Figure 3.5a) and normalized liquid length 

(Figure 3.5b). For higher velocity (25 cm/s) and lower injection pressure of 520 bar, steady-state 

liquid lengths were 123.9 mm, 97.6 mm, and 58.8 mm for temperatures of 100°C, 150°C, and 

200°C, respectively. For the same velocity but higher injection pressure of 930 bar, liquid 

lengths in order of increasing temperature were 138.0 mm, 107.4 mm, and 61.9 mm. For all of 

these conditions, maximum relative standard deviation was 2.9%, which is clearly minimal. For 
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the lower velocity (11 cm/s) case, liquid lengths were 62.9 mm and 64.7 mm with relative 

standard deviations of 1.3% and 2.5% for injection pressures of 520 bar and 930 bar, 

respectively. Normalized liquid lengths in Figure 3.5b better demonstrate the relative trends 

between conditions. There was not a strong trend of liquid length vs. injection pressure for any of 

the conditions, with only a maximum of approximately 10% change in liquid length with a 

nearly 80% change in injection pressure. The trends were more significant for the lower 

temperature cases (100°C and 150°C), but this is likely due to the fact that the fuel was below or 

near saturation and thus liquid length did not truly reach a steady-state value. 

 

  

Figure 3.5 Steady-state liquid length vs. injection pressure for low ambient density (3.5 kg/m3), 
in terms of (a) actual liquid length and (b) liquid length normalized by the maximum value for 
each condition. Values represent averages of twenty injections and error bars on actual liquid 

lengths represent ± one standard deviation. Where necessary, results are horizontally shifted for 
clarity. 

 

Similar trends for spray cone angle can be observed in Figure 3.6. For the higher velocity 

(25 cm/s) case and the lower injection pressure (520 bar), spray cone angles in order of 

increasing temperature (100°C, 150°C, and 200°C) were 9.8°, 8.9°, and 8.0°. For the same 
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higher velocity but the higher injection pressure (930 bar), spray cone angles in order of 

increasing temperature were 10.6°, 9.4°, and 8.0°. Maximum relative standard deviation for all of 

these was 1.8%. For the lower velocity (11 cm/s) condition, which was for ambient temperature 

of 200°C, spray cone angles in order of increasing injection pressure (520 bar and 930 bar) were 

8.3° and 8.4°, with relative standard deviations of 1.2% and 1.1%, respectively. Similar to the 

liquid-length trends, differences in cone angle between low and high injection pressure were 

small for all conditions, with only a maximum of approximately 8% change in spray cone angle 

with a nearly 80% change in injection pressure. 

 

  

Figure 3.6 Spray angle vs. injection pressure for low ambient density (3.5 kg/m3), in terms of (a) 
actual spray angle and (b) spray angle normalized by the maximum value for each condition. 

Values represent averages of twenty injections and error bars on actual spray angles represent ± 
one standard deviation. 
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3.3 Effects of Air Velocity.  

A series of experiments were conducted to study the effect of air velocity on liquid length 

and spray cone angle, with a nominally constant ambient density of 3.5 kg/m3. The only 

exception was the case of the highest velocity (45 cm/s), for which density actually ranged from 

2.2 kg/m3 to 2.8 kg/m3 due to limitations in the air pressure that could be supplied to the flow 

vessel. As shown in Figure 3.7, three cases of different velocity (11 cm/s, 25 cm/s, and 45 cm/s) 

were studied with various ambient temperatures. For the 100°C condition, steady-state liquid 

lengths, in order of increasing velocity, were 138.3 mm, 138.0 mm, and 152.4 mm. Similarly, 

liquid lengths, in order of increasing velocity, were 110.3 mm, 107.4 mm, and 112.9 mm for the 

150°C condition and 64.7 mm, 61.9 mm, and 65.7 mm for the 200°C condition. Maximum 

relative standard deviation for all of the conditions above was 2.9%. In general, it seems clear 

that air velocity had minimal effect on steady-state liquid length, with a maximum difference in 

liquid length of only approximately 10% over the fourfold increase in velocity. Furthermore, the 

differences in liquid length were exaggerated by the fact that, compared to the baseline ambient 

density of 3.5 kg/m3, ambient density at the highest velocity condition was 20% (2.8 kg/m3 at 

100°C) to 37% (2.2 kg/m3 at 200°C) lower. For conditions where ambient density was nominally 

constant (i.e., for all temperatures at 11 cm/s and 25 cm/s), liquid lengths varied no more than 

5% for any given temperature.  
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Figure 3.7 Steady-state liquid length vs. air flow velocity for low ambient density, in terms of (a) 
actual liquid length and (b) liquid length normalized by the maximum value for each condition. 

Values represent averages of twenty injections and error bars on actual liquid lengths represent ± 
one standard deviation. Ambient density for each point of actual liquid length is indicated in 

parentheses. 

 

The effects of air velocity on spray cone angle can be seen in Figure 3.8. In order of 

increasing velocity, spray cone angles were 10.6°, 10.6°, and 10.6° for the 100°C condition; 9.9°, 

9.4°, and 9.3° for the 150°C condition; and 8.4°, 8.0°, and 7.9° for the 200°C condition. The 

relative standard deviation for all of these conditions was no larger than 2%. Similar to liquid 

length, there was no significant trend in cone angle with respect to air velocity. At a given 

temperature, cone angle changed no more than 7% over the fourfold increase in velocity. These 

results, both for liquid length and cone angle, are not surprising, since these changes in 

volumetric flow rate and velocity are dwarfed by the comparatively high momentum and 

velocity of the high-pressure fuel jet. 
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Figure 3.8 Spray angle vs. air flow velocity for low ambient density, in terms of (a) actual spray 
angle and (b) spray angle normalized by the maximum value for each condition. Values 

represent averages of twenty injections and error bars on actual liquid lengths represent ± one 
standard deviation. Ambient density for each point of actual spray angle is indicated in 

parentheses. 

 

3.4 Effects of Ambient Thermodynamic Conditions.  

It was noted by Siebers et al.6,7,12 that diesel-spray penetration and dispersion strongly 

depend on thermodynamic properties of the ambient gas into which the fuel is sprayed. In this 

study of n-heptane, experiments were conducted for various ambient temperatures and densities 

to determine if similar behavior would be observed for temperatures and densities that would be 

considered low for engine applications. Several temperature sweeps were conducted for different 

ambient densities and velocities, keeping injection pressure constant at 930 bar and injection 

duration constant at 1.6 ms (indicated), as summarized in Table 2.5. Results of the conditions 

with density of 3.5 kg/m3 and velocity of 11 cm/s are displayed in Figure 3.2. As discussed 

above, the top row shows liquid length, for both jet head and jet origin. The middle row shows 
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the spray cone angle and the bottom row shows the number of “counts” (number of pixels 

occupied by liquid-phase fuel). 

 Several interesting observations can be made regarding the results in Figure 3.2. First of 

all, three different indicated injection durations were set in various experiments—1.2 ms, 1.6 ms, 

and 2 ms. The term “indicated injection duration” refers to the duration of the command pulse 

that is sent to the injector. Actual durations of injection, however, were 1.8 ms, 2.2 ms, and 2.6 

ms, respectively, according to the recorded movies. The end of injection (EOI) can be seen 

clearly in Figure 3.2 as the point at which the liquid length of the jet origin changed from being a 

constant number (zero) to a continuously increasing value. This is reinforced by the plots of 

liquid counts (bottom row of Figure 3.2), where there were obvious behavior changes when the 

jet origin detached. It is not surprising that actual injection duration was substantially longer than 

indicated injection duration, since it is normal for this type of diesel injector. The plots of spray 

angle (middle row of Figure 3.2) only include data up to the actual end of injection, as the angle 

has no critical meaning after EOI since the jet origin has detached from the injector and is 

penetrating downstream toward the jet head. 

Second, the variation in liquid length over twenty injections was reasonably small. The 

shaded area surrounding each of the solid liquid-length lines indicates the full envelope of the 

measured results, ranging from the minimum value to the maximum value measured at each 

time. Over the twenty injections for all tested conditions, relative standard deviation of the 

leading-edge (jet head) liquid length was no more than 11%. 

Third, the maximum jet-head liquid length decreased as temperature increased, as 

expected. Shown in Figure 3.2, for conditions with temperature of 100°C, jet-head liquid length 

increased continuously over the entire duration of the measurement, even after the end of 
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injection, which means that the spray did not establish a quasi-steady liquid length. For the 

results with temperature of 150°C, however, jet-head liquid length steadily increased until the 

end of injection, after which liquid length reached a quasi-steady state for the rest of the duration. 

Furthermore, when the temperature was 200°C, liquid length increased initially after the start of 

injection, and reached quasi-steady state at a much faster rate in a very short period of time. This 

would indicate that the spray was evaporating much more rapidly. These results make sense, 

considering the ambient temperatures (and thus inferred fuel temperatures) relative to the 

saturation points of n-heptane (see Table 3.1). For the lowest temperature (100°C), the saturation 

point of n-heptane is approximately 150°C at the 372-kPa pressure required to keep ambient 

density at 3.5 kg/m3, which means that the fuel temperature was well below the saturation point. 

For the 427-kPa pressure required at 150°C, the saturation point of n-heptane is approximately 

156°C, which is very close to 150°C. This was also the case for the highest density and 

temperature condition (7 kg/m3, 951 kPa, 200°C), with a saturation point of 198°C compared to 

the fuel temperature at 200°C. The highest temperature (200°C) was considerably higher than the 

saturation point of 162°C at the 476-kPa pressure relevant to the low density (3.5 kg/m3). Thus it 

makes sense that vaporization was most rapid for this case, leading to faster establishment of a 

quasi-steady liquid length and shorter liquid lengths overall. 

Fourth, penetration distance of the jet origin after EOI was strongly dependent on 

ambient temperature. For the 200°C condition, the jet origin rapidly penetrated downstream 

toward the jet head after EOI and almost merged with the jet head before disappearance of liquid 

fuel. For 150°C condition, the jet origin also moved downstream after EOI but at a much slower 

rate and remained distant from the jet head until the end of the experiment. For the 100°C 

condition, the jet origin advanced downstream after EOI as well, but at an even lower rate. The 
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jet origin and the jet head seemed to remain parallel within the period of the experiment. All of 

these results also have a strong influence on the “counts” (bottom row of Figure 3.2), or the 

apparent number of pixels containing liquid-phase fuel. At EOI, when the spray detached from 

the injector tip, there was a clear change in the liquid counts. For the 200°C case, the “counts” 

increased until the steady-state liquid length was established, and then remained almost constant 

until EOI. After EOI, liquid counts changed from being nearly constant to rapidly decreasing, 

which reflects the fact that the jet origin was rapidly approaching the jet head and therefore 

rapidly shrinking the number of liquid pixels. For the 100°C and 150°C cases, liquid counts 

changed from continuously increasing in a near-linear fashion to steadily decreasing, which 

correlates to the fact that the jet origins were gaining on the jet heads, only at different rates. 

Additional trends can be seen in spray angle (middle row) and liquid counts (bottom 

row). Aside from the initial low value and the enforced cutoff at EOI, spray angle established a 

nominally steady value for each condition. In addition, the maximum value of liquid counts 

decreased as ambient temperature increased. This is expected, since liquid fuel vaporizes faster 

at higher temperature. 

For comparison, results for identical conditions (air velocity = 11 cm/s, injection pressure 

= 930 bar, indicated DOI = 1.6 ms) but for ambient density of 7 kg/m3 are displayed in Figure 

3.9. Similar to Figure 3.2, average results of twenty injections are shown in Figure 3.9 and the 

layout is the same, with liquid length in the top row, spray cone angle in the middle row, and 

liquid counts in the bottom row. 
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Figure 3.9 Results of temperature sweep for higher density (7 kg/m3) and lowest air flow velocity 
(11 cm/s), with 930-bar injection pressure and 1.6-ms indicated DOI. Results include liquid 
length (top row), spray angle (middle row) and number of liquid “counts” (bottom row) for 

ambient air temperatures of (a) 100°C, (b) 150°C, and (c) 200°C. 

 

For the 100°C condition, fuel temperature was well below the saturation point of n-

heptane, which is approximately 185°C at the 752-kPa pressure relevant to the density of 7 

kg/m3. Therefore, vaporization was slow and no steady state was established. Following the same 

trend as for the lower density condition (3.5 kg/m3), penetration distance of the liquid jet head 

was increasing continuously throughout the entire recorded duration. For the higher density, 

however, liquid length was shorter, spray cone angle was wider, and liquid counts were fewer, 

likely due to faster vaporization. For the 150°C condition at the lower density, for which fuel 
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temperature was very close to saturation, the spray achieved a short quasi-steady period at the 

end of the duration of experiment. For the higher density, however, the saturation point of n-

heptane is approximately 192°C, which is much higher than the fuel temperature of 150°C. This 

serves as a reasonable explanation for the liquid length behavior seen in the middle column of 

Figure 3.9, where liquid length increased steadily with no appearance of steady state. For the 

highest temperature cases (200°C), the spray established steady state at a very early stage for the 

lower density condition (3.5 kg/m3). At higher density (7 kg/m3), however, steady state was 

reached much closer to the end of experiment. For this condition (200°C, 7 kg/m3), the saturation 

temperature of n-heptane at the required pressure of 951 kPa is approximately 198°C, which is 

very close to the fuel temperature. Thus, the behavior of the spray is similar to behavior for the 

150°C at the lower density, where conditions were near the saturation point of the fuel. In both 

cases, steady state was established late in the experiment, and thus the duration of steady 

behavior was relatively short. 

 

3.5 Comparison with Model Predictions.  

For ambient conditions used in the experiments, predicted penetration distances were 

calculated from established models. Liquid lengths were computed using the scaling law 

developed by Siebers,12 while vapor penetration distances were computed using the gas-jet 

model of Naber and Siebers.6 These models are presented in detail in the literature, thus the 

equations are not presented in this thesis. Computations, however, require knowledge or 

assumption about a series of fuel and injector parameters, as well as ambient conditions. The 

values used for these parameters in the current study are summarized in Table 3.2. Fuel density 

was calculated as a function of fuel temperature using the DIPPR property database.45 Fuel 
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temperature itself was assumed to be equal to the ambient air temperature, since it was found 

experimentally that the surface temperature of the injector tip was very close to the ambient air 

temperature. Density of ambient air was calculated from measured pressure and temperature 

using the ideal gas equation of state. Diameter of the injector orifice was known, as it was a 

custom single-hole nozzle. Discharge and area contraction coefficients of the injector were 

assumed, for simplicity, to be unity. Computed liquid and vapor penetration distances are 

sensitive to these coefficients, but the magnitude of variation in the results over the range of 

likely coefficient values (~0.8 to 1.0) was determined to be much smaller than the differences 

between the computed and experimental penetration lengths. Although spray cone angles were 

computed using a correlation presented by Siebers12 for comparison to experimental spray angle 

results, the experimentally measured spreading angles were put into the penetration models for 

better accuracy. 

Table 3.2 Parameters/values used in model-based computations 
of liquid and vapor penetration distances and spray cone angles 

Ambient air parameters:  

   Pressure (Pa) varies by case (see Table 5) 
   Temperature (Ta) varies by case (see Table 5) 

   Density (ρa) calculated from Pa, Ta 

Fuel parameters:  

   Pressure (Pf) 520 bar, 930 bar 

   Temperature (Tf) equal to Ta 

   Density (ρf) calculated from Tf 

Injector parameters:  

   Orifice diameter (do) 100 µm 

   Discharge coeff. (Cd) 1.0 

   Area contraction coeff. (Ca) 1.0 

   Velocity coeff. (Cv) calculated as Cd/Ca 
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Figure 3.10 Results of density sweep for ambient air temperature of 150°C and lowest air flow 
velocity (11 cm/s), with 930-bar injection pressure and 1.6-ms indicated DOI. Results include 
liquid length (top row), spray angle (middle row) and number of liquid “counts” (bottom row) 

for ambient air densities of (a) 3.5 kg/m3 and (b) 7 kg/m3. Dashed lines indicate predicted results. 

 

Figure 3.10 shows results, both experimental and computational, for conditions of 3.5 

kg/m3 and 7 kg/m3 ambient density, both at 150°C ambient temperature. The experimental 

results shown are the same as those shown in the middle columns of Figures 3.2 and 3.9. Dashed 

lines in the top rows of Figure 3.10 display model predictions of liquid-phase and vapor-phase 

penetration lengths. It is assumed in the models that liquid- and vapor-phase fuel penetrate 

together until the appropriate liquid length is reached, as computed from the Siebers scaling law. 
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After that time, predicted liquid length remains constant while the vapor phase continues to 

penetrate. As shown in Figure 3.10, the models predict a slower penetration rate of both liquid- 

and vapor-phase fuel, as well as a shorter steady-state liquid length, for higher ambient density 

(Figure 3.10b). In addition, the correlation used for calculation of spray cone angle in the models 

predicts a wider spray at higher density. These behaviors, meaning a wider spray with a shorter 

liquid length for higher ambient density, are normally observed for the high ambient 

temperatures and densities characteristic of conventional engine operation. In the current study, 

however, this was not the case. In these experiments, cone angle was in fact larger for higher 

density, but only slightly. Maximum liquid lengths were nearly identical at both ambient 

densities, though it appeared that steady-state behavior was established for a short time at the 

lower density condition but not at the higher density condition. This is presumably due to the fact 

that the fuel was near its saturation temperature for the lower density case but well below 

saturation for the higher density case, thus leading to faster vaporization at the lower density. 

The models not only predict shorter liquid length at higher density, but also earlier establishment 

of that steady-state liquid length. As mentioned previously, however, the experimental trend was 

the opposite. Steady-state liquid length was established briefly after EOI for the lower density 

case, but in fact was never established at all in the higher density case. All of these observations 

considered, it seems that the traditional view of spray behavior, in terms of liquid- and vapor-

phase penetration and dispersion, does not apply for these conditions. Thus, new models may be 

necessary to predict global spray properties for early-direct injection conditions, for which in-

cylinder temperatures may be near or below the saturation temperatures of the fuel components.  
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Figure 3.11 Steady-state liquid length vs. ambient air temperature. Values represent averages of 
twenty injections and error bars represent ± one standard deviation. Results are shown for (a) 
different velocities at low ambient density, and (b) different ambient densities at the lowest air 
flow velocity of 11 cm/s. Where necessary, results are horizontally shifted for clarity. Solid and 

dashed lines indicate predicted results. 

 

As shown in Figure 3.11, steady-state (or, in some cases, maximum) liquid lengths were 

plotted vs. temperature for different ambient conditions, with injection pressure and indicated 

DOI constant at 930 bar and 1.6 ms, respectively. Figure 3.11a (left) shows liquid lengths for 

different air flow velocities (all at lower density), while Figure 3.11b (right) shows liquid lengths 

for different ambient densities (all at the lowest velocity of 11 cm/s). In both panels, dashed lines 

represent predicted values from the Siebers scaling law, which only cover a portion of the 

temperature range because the implementation of the model in Matlab suffered from 

convergence issues. Nevertheless, it is clear that the model predictions were not in exact 

agreement with the actual results, with much higher predicted liquid lengths at all temperatures. 

The trends, however, of liquid length vs. temperature are actually quite similar to the 

experimental data and even have similar slopes. On the other hand, while the models predict 

significantly different liquid lengths at different ambient densities, experimental results showed 
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no such behavior. In fact, experimental results were nearly identical between lower and higher 

density. This may be due to the fact that ambient temperatures (and inferred fuel temperatures) 

were near or below n-heptane saturation temperatures for nearly all of the tested conditions, with 

the exception of the condition with highest temperature (200°C) at lower density (3.5 kg/m3).  

 

  

Figure 3.12 Spray angle vs. ambient air temperature. Values represent averages of twenty 
injections and error bars represent ± one standard deviation. Results are shown for (a) different 

velocities at low ambient density, and (b) different ambient densities at the lowest air flow 
velocity of 11 cm/s. Where necessary, results are horizontally shifted for clarity. Solid and 

dashed lines indicate predicted results. 

 

Analogous results are shown in Figure 3.12 for spray cone angle. Figure 3.12a (left) 

shows spray angle vs. temperature for different air flow velocities (all at low ambient density) 

and Figure 3.12b (right) shows spray angle vs. temperature for different ambient density (all at 

lowest velocity). It can be seen in Figure 3.12a that flow velocity had little effect on spray angle. 

Both panels also include calculated values of spray angle based on the correlation presented by 

Siebers.12 This correlation was based on results from schlieren imaging of vapor-phase fuel, 

while the experimental results here were derived from scattering of liquid-phase fuel. Thus, an 
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exact match in cone angle values was not expected. Nevertheless, it seemed reasonable to 

compare trends. It is immediately clear; however, in both panels that the experiments did not 

show the expected trends at all. The correlation predicts a slight increase in cone angle as 

temperature increases, while experimental results show the exact opposite. Predicted liquid 

lengths in Figure 3.11 and predicted cone angles in Figure 18 reflect the traditional view that 

liquid length and cone angle are inversely related. Interestingly, in these experiments, Figures 

3.11 and 3.12 show that liquid lengths and cone angles both decreased as temperature increased. 

These observations suggest that the model developed by Siebers, based on mixing-limited 

vaporization, does not apply for these conditions with fuel near or below saturation temperatures. 

More work is certainly necessary to determine the validity of these claims, and to test more 

conditions and more fuels that will provide further information from which to draw firm 

conclusions. Regardless, it seems clear that fuel-spray behavior is very different for these early-

injection conditions than for conventional diesel operation, and further exploration is necessary 

to enable development of predictive spray models under these conditions. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

4.1 Summary and Conclusions of Experimental Results. 

High-speed imaging, based on elastic scattering of LED light from liquid-fuel droplets, 

was used to determine time-resolved liquid lengths and spray cone angles for single-jet, high-

pressure n-heptane sprays for a variety of conditions in a constant-pressure flow vessel. 

Parameters that were varied included injection duration, injection pressure, air flow velocity, and 

thermodynamic properties (pressure, temperature, and density) of flowing ambient air. For each 

scenario, once conditions were steady, high-speed movies were recorded for twenty injection 

events. The high-speed movies were processed using a customized Matlab GUI to determine 

time histories of liquid length and spray cone angle. From the time histories, steady-state (or, in 

some cases, maximum) values of liquid length and cone angle were extracted in order to 

ascertain the effects of the different parameters tested. Several important observations were 

made: 

(i) For all conditions tested, liquid length initially increased rapidly during the early part of 

injection. When fuel temperature was well above saturation, the initial rapid increase was 

followed by a prolonged period during which liquid length was quasi-steady. When fuel 

temperature was near saturation, the initial rapid increase was followed by a slow and 

gradual increase that ended with either a short or no quasi-steady duration. When fuel 

temperature was well below saturation, the initial rapid increase was followed by a slow 

and gradual increase and no steady-state period at all. 
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(ii) For all conditions tested, spray cone angle increased sharply over a very short period of 

time at the beginning of injection, and then became quasi-steady over the majority of the 

injection duration. 

(iii) Injection duration had no appreciable effect on steady-state liquid length or spray cone 

angle. Increasing the indicated injection duration by 67% (from 1.2 ms to 2.0 ms) 

resulted in changes in liquid length and spray angle of no more than 10% and 4%, 

respectively. 

(iv)  Injection pressure had no appreciable effect on steady-state liquid length or spray cone 

angle. Increasing the nominal injection pressure by nearly 80% (from 520 bar to 930 bar) 

resulted in changes in liquid length and spray angle of no more than 12% and 9%, 

respectively. 

(v) Air flow velocity had no appreciable effect on steady-state liquid length or spray cone 

angle. Increasing the nominal air flow velocity by approximately 300% (from 11.2 cm/s 

to 44.8 cm/s) resulted in changes in liquid length and spray angle of no more than 11% 

and 7%, respectively. 

(vi) Ambient air temperature had a strong effect on steady-state liquid length, while ambient 

air density did not. As temperature increased, liquid length decreased. This trend was in 

good qualitative agreement with behavior predicted by the Siebers scaling law, though 

the predicted liquid lengths were considerably higher than the measured values at all 

temperatures. As density increased, on the other hand, liquid length remained essentially 

unchanged, despite the fact that the Siebers scaling law predicted a significant decrease in 

liquid length. 
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(vii) Ambient air temperature and density both had noticeable effects on spray cone angle. As 

temperature increased, spray angle steadily decreased. The Siebers scaling law, however, 

predicted a slight increase in spray angle as temperature increased, which is exactly the 

opposite of what was observed experimentally. On the other hand, spray angle increased 

when density increased, which agrees qualitatively with predictions from the Siebers 

scaling law. 

 

Considering all of the experimental observations, and comparing measurements with 

values and trends predicted by accepted models, the following conclusions were reached: 

(1) Liquid length and cone angle are essentially independent of injection parameters such as 

injection duration and injection pressure, even at low-temperature and low-density 

ambient conditions considered relevant to early direct-injection LTC (i.e., near saturation 

temperature of the fuel), so long as injection duration is long enough for the spray to 

reach or at least approach steady state. 

(2) Liquid length and cone angle are essentially independent of the flow rate and velocity of 

air flowing through the vessel, at least for the current experimental setup and conditions 

tested. This suggests that it is reasonable to compare current results with those from other 

experimental systems with different flow characteristics, including constant-volume 

vessels that are essentially quiescent and engines that potentially involve complex flows. 

(3) Liquid length and cone angle are strongly influenced by thermodynamic properties of the 

air surrounding the fuel spray, as expected based on the well accepted Siebers scaling 

law. The exact behaviors, however, do not agree with the model. These results and 

observations suggest that current models are not sufficient to predict global spray 
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properties for low-temperature and low-density ambient conditions. Thus, it appears 

necessary to develop new models in order to predict liquid length, and other global 

properties, for early direct-injection low-temperature combustion conditions to avoid 

unwanted outcomes such as wall wetting.  

 

4.2 Future Work. 

Future work will include use of the experimental setup to conduct high-speed imaging of 

both liquid- and vapor-phase fuel spray characteristics over the range of available conditions for 

a variety of fuels. These detailed studies will involve more single-component hydrocarbon fuels 

(e.g., isooctane, n-decane, etc.). Further studies will then include multi-component blends of 

hydrocarbons, such as gasoline, diesel, and biodiesel fuels. Once those fundamental experiments 

are complete for single injection events, comprehensive experiments will be conducted to 

observe multiple-injection fuel spray phenomena. Additionally, in the longer term, additional 

laser-based and optical-diagnostic techniques will be used to probe local spray properties such as 

fuel-droplet sizes and velocities. 

More detailed characteristics such as the evaporation rate of liquid fuel after end of 

injection and variability between spray events (i.e., stochastic behavior) will be meticulously 

investigated via high-speed imaging methods. After collecting an amount of data for various 

fuels and experimental parameters for early direct-injection low-temperature combustion 

conditions, relevant results will be used to develop physics-based models that can predict the 

spray characteristics with great accuracy. Such models could be combined with the Siebers 

model, which is extremely useful for conventional engine conditions, thus allowing researchers 

and designers to predict spray characteristics for a wide range of temperature and density 
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conditions inside the engine. With the ability to predict spray behavior for a wider range of 

conditions, it will be possible to develop engines and advanced engine-combustion strategies that 

result in high-efficiency and low-emission operations. 
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APENDICES 

APPENDIX A. TABLES OF ALL TEST CONDITIONS 

Table A.1 includes a full listing of conditions and relevant data for measured liquid lengths. 

Table A.2 includes a full listing of conditions and relevant data for measured spray cone angles. 

Table A.1. Steady-state liquid-length (SS LL) data, including average values, standard 
deviations (SD), and relative standard deviations (RSD), for all tested conditions. 

Air 
Velocity 
(cm/s) 

Air 
Density 
(kg/m³) 

Air 
Press. 
(kPa) 

Air 
Temp. 
(°C) 

Indicated 
DOI 
(ms) 

Inj. 
Press. 
(bar) 

Avg. 
SS LL 
(mm) 

SD of 
SS LL 
(mm) 

RSD of 
SS LL 

(%) 
45 2.8 296 100 1.6 930 152.4 1.91 1.3 
45 2.4 296 150 1.6 930 113.0 0.92 0.8 
45 2.2 296 200 1.6 930 65.7 1.12 1.7 
25 3.5 372 100 1.6 930 138.0 0.46 0.3 
25 3.5 372 100 1.6 520 123.9 0.38 0.3 
25 3.5 427 150 1.2 930 101.6 0.84 0.8 
25 3.5 427 150 1.6 930 107.4 1.38 1.3 
25 3.5 427 150 1.6 520 97.6 1.58 1.6 
25 3.5 427 150 2 930 111.3 0.96 0.9 
25 3.5 476 200 1.6 930 61.9 1.77 2.9 
25 3.5 476 200 1.6 520 58.8 1.35 2.3 
11 3.5 372 100 1.6 930 138.3 0.67 0.5 
11 3.5 427 150 1.6 930 110.3 0.76 0.7 
11 3.5 476 200 1.2 930 65.2 1.19 1.8 
11 3.5 476 200 1.6 930 64.7 1.64 2.5 
11 3.5 476 200 1.6 520 62.9 0.82 1.3 
11 3.5 476 200 2 930 66.6 1.39 2.1 
11 7 752 100 1.6 930 103.6 0.55 0.5 
11 7 848 150 1.6 930 108.3 1.12 1.0 
11 7 951 200 1.2 930 67.9 1.01 1.5 
11 7 951 200 1.6 930 72.2 1.70 2.4 
11 7 951 200 1.6 520 64.6 0.85 1.3 
11 7 951 200 2 930 70.7 0.78 1.1 
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Table A.2. Steady-state spray/cone angle (SS SA) data, including average values, standard 
deviations (SD), and relative standard deviations (RSD), for all tested conditions. 

Air 
Velocity 
(cm/s) 

Air 
Density 
(kg/m³) 

Air 
Press. 
(kPa) 

Air 
Temp. 
(°C) 

Indicated 
DOI 
(ms) 

Inj. 
Press. 
(bar) 

Avg. 
SS SA 
(mm) 

SD of 
SS SA 
(mm) 

RSD of 
SS SA 

(%) 
45 2.8 296 100 1.6 930 10.55 0.21 1.97 
45 2.4 296 150 1.6 930 9.25 0.11 1.21 
45 2.2 296 200 1.6 930 7.94 0.09 1.19 
25 3.5 372 100 1.6 930 10.64 0.19 1.76 
25 3.5 372 100 1.6 520 9.79 0.14 1.48 
25 3.5 427 150 1.2 930 9.11 0.08 0.88 
25 3.5 427 150 1.6 930 9.37 0.07 0.76 
25 3.5 427 150 1.6 520 8.91 0.05 0.61 
25 3.5 427 150 2 930 9.35 0.11 1.23 
25 3.5 476 200 1.6 930 8.03 0.08 0.97 
25 3.5 476 200 1.6 520 8 0.11 1.40 
11 3.5 372 100 1.6 930 10.56 0.19 1.78 
11 3.5 427 150 1.6 930 9.93 0.12 1.23 
11 3.5 476 200 1.2 930 8.34 0.13 1.52 
11 3.5 476 200 1.6 930 8.39 0.09 1.10 
11 3.5 476 200 1.6 520 8.3 0.10 1.22 
11 3.5 476 200 2 930 8.44 0.11 1.35 
11 7 752 100 1.6 930 12.32 0.22 1.82 
11 7 848 150 1.6 930 11.24 0.09 0.79 
11 7 951 200 1.2 930 9.14 0.08 0.83 
11 7 951 200 1.6 930 9.43 0.07 0.73 
11 7 951 200 1.6 520 8.9 0.12 1.29 
11 7 951 200 2 930 9.08 0.13 1.41 
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APPENDIX B. CODES OF MATLAB PROGRAMS 

Auto Image Processing System 

%% Automatic image processing system developed by Jin Wang. All rights 
reserved. 
clear all  
clc;  
%% load the image 
[filename pathname]=uigetfile({'*.Cine'},'File Selector'); 
    answer2 = str2double(inputdlg('Which image frame do you wish to 
start ?','1')); %% start of the image 
    handles.answer =str2double(inputdlg('Which image frame do you wish to 
end ?','1')); %% end of the image 
    handles.image_count=handles.answer; 
    numimgs=[1:handles.answer]; 
    L=length(filename)-5; 
    handles.filename=filename(1:L); 
    [ImageData] = readcin(filename(1:L),numimgs); 
    handles.ImageData=[ImageData]; 
         
%% loop    
for ii=answer2:handles.answer  
     
BW=ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,ii); 
% BW_normalized=(BW-min(BW(:)))/(max(BW(:))-min(BW(:)));% normalization 
BW_normalized=BW/16383;% normalization 
a=im2bw(BW_normalized,0.03); % threshold setup 
N=sum(sum(a)); % counts 
 
%% Data processing 
a=medfilt2(a,[5 5]); 
a=a(22:512,:); 
a=edge(a,'canny'); 
a=flipud(a); 
a=a'; 
[x,y]=find(a==1); % 
C=[x,y];% 
  
% hold on  
% plot(x,y,'g.') 
range_max=round((max(y)-min(y))/2+min(y));% 
range_min=round((max(y)-min(y))/3+min(y));% 
% plot(max(y),'b*'); 
  
for i=range_min:range_max 
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half_max_y=find(C(:,2)==i); 
angle_points=C(half_max_y,:); 
  
if size(angle_points)==[0,2] % get rid of incorrect boundary  
    break 
end 
if size(angle_points)==[1,2] % get rid of incorrect boundary  
    break 
end 
  
angle_points=[angle_points(1,:);[32,0];angle_points(2,:)]; 
% plot(angle_points(:,1),angle_points(:,2),'r-'); 
  
angled(i-range_min+1)=atand((32-
angle_points(1,1))/i)+atand((angle_points(3,1)-32)/i); % angle_initial point 
starts at the injector tip 
  
angle_reference(i-range_min+1)=atand((32-angle_points(1,1))/(i-
min(y)))+atand((angle_points(3,1)-32)/(i-min(y))); % angle_initial point 
starts at the head of the spray 
  
end 
  
A=median(angled); 
A_ref=median(angle_reference); 
L_max=max(y); % assume injector tip is at (32,0) 
L_min=min(y); % minimum liquid length 
  
% results 
try 
results(ii-answer2+1,1)=ii;    % image number 
results(ii-answer2+1,2)=A;     % spray angle (standard) 
results(ii-answer2+1,3)=A_ref; % spray angle (reference) 
results(ii-answer2+1,4)=L_max; % max liquid length 
results(ii-answer2+1,5)=L_min; % min liquid length 
results(ii-answer2+1,6)=N;     % counts 
catch    
results(ii-answer2+1,4)=0; 
end 
  
end 
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Auto Boundary Extraction 

%% Automatic spray boundary extraction program developed by Jin Wang. All 
rights reserved. 
clear all  
clc;  
%% load the image 
[filename pathname]=uigetfile({'*.Cine'},'File Selector'); 
    answer2 = str2double(inputdlg('Which image frame do you wish to 
start ?','1')); %% start of the image 
    handles.answer =str2double(inputdlg('Which image frame do you wish to 
end ?','1')); %% end of the image 
    handles.image_count=handles.answer; 
    numimgs=[1:handles.answer]; 
    L=length(filename)-5; 
    handles.filename=filename(1:L); 
    [ImageData] = readcin(filename(1:L),numimgs); 
    handles.ImageData=[ImageData]; 
         
%% loop    
for ii=answer2:handles.answer  
     
BW=ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,ii); 
% BW_normalized=(BW-min(BW(:)))/(max(BW(:))-min(BW(:)));% normalization 
BW_normalized=BW/16383;% normalization 
a=im2bw(BW_normalized,0.03); % threshold setup 
N=sum(sum(a)); % counts 
%figure; 
%imshow(a);       
  
%% figure with boundaries; 
figure; 
thresh = round(16383*0.03);               % absolute signal threshold value 
v = [thresh thresh];                      % threshold vector for placing 
boundary contour on image 
BW1=BW(212:512,:);                        % define the range (0-300)pixel 
BW1=imrotate(BW1,270); 
imagesc(BW1,[0 16383]);                   % plot image on invisible axes 
axis equal tight;                         % change to correct aspect ratio 
for image 
colormap(gray);                           % change to grayscale 
brighten(0.25);                            % brighten the image 
set(gca,'Visible','off');                 % don’t know for sure if you need 
this line or not 
hold on; 
[C,h] = contour(BW1,v);                 % plot contour at liquid boundary 
set(h,'LineColor','y','LineWidth',1.5);  % make contour thicker, set color to 
yellow 
%print('-dtiff','-r300','4000'); 
  
end 
% Create plot output file 
outname = '1000.eps'; 
%print(outname); 
print('-depsc', '-cmyk', '-adobecset', outname); 
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Auto Video Maker 
 
%% Automatic video maker developed by Jin Wang. All rights reserved. 
clear all  
clc;  
%% load the image 
[filename pathname]=uigetfile({'*.Cine'},'File Selector'); 
    answer2 = str2double(inputdlg('Which image frame do you wish to 
start ?','1')); %% start of the image 
    handles.answer =str2double(inputdlg('Which image frame do you wish to 
end ?','1')); %% end of the image 
    handles.image_count=handles.answer; 
    numimgs=[1:handles.answer]; 
    L=length(filename)-5; 
    handles.filename=filename(1:L); 
    [ImageData] = readcin(filename(1:L),numimgs); 
    handles.ImageData=[ImageData]; 
         
%% Make videos 
%if exist('spray.avi'),delete spray.avi; end 
aviobj = avifile('50psi_50C.avi','fps',10,'compression','None');  
%% loop    
for ii=answer2:handles.answer          
BW=ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,ii); 
% BW_normalized=(BW-min(BW(:)))/(max(BW(:))-min(BW(:)));% normalization 
BW_normalized=BW/16383;% normalization 
a=im2bw(BW_normalized,0.03); % threshold setup 
N=sum(sum(a)); % counts 
%% figure with boundaries; 
%figure; 
thresh = round(16383*0.03);               % absolute signal threshold value 
v = [thresh thresh];                      % threshold vector for placing 
boundary contour on image 
BW1=BW(212:512,:);                        % define the range (0-300)pixel 
BW1=imrotate(BW1,270); 
imagesc(BW1,[0 16383]);                   % plot image on invisible axes 
axis equal tight;                         % change to correct aspect ratio 
for image 
colormap(gray);                           % change to grayscale 
brighten(0.25);                            % brighten the image 
set(gca,'Visible','off');                 % don’t know for sure if you need 
this line or not 
hold on; 
[C,h] = contour(BW1,v);                 % plot contour at liquid boundary 
set(h,'LineColor','y','LineWidth',1.5);  % make contour thicker, set color to 
yellow 
%print('-dtiff','-r300','4000'); 
%% get frame 
F = getframe(gcf); 
aviobj = addframe(aviobj,F); 
end 
aviobj = close(aviobj); 
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Image Processing System 

function varargout = rv(varargin) 
%% 
% Image Processing System 
% This Code is developed by Jin Wang and Kemar James  
% advised by Dr. Brian Fisher 
% 
% 
% *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only one 
% instance to run (singleton)". 
% 
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES 
  
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help rv 
  
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 21-Apr-2014 16:08:21 
  
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @rv_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @rv_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
end 
  
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
  
  
% --- Executes just before rv is made visible. 
function rv_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn. 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
% varargin   command line arguments to rv (see VARARGIN) 
  
% Choose default command line output for rv 
handles.output = hObject; 
  
% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% UIWAIT makes rv wait for user response (see UIRESUME) 
% uiwait(handles.figure1); 
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% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = rv_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT); 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
% Get default command line output from handles structure 
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function file_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to file (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_2 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_3 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_4 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function save_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to save (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
[sfilename ,sfilepath]=uiputfile({'*.jpg';'*.bmp';'*.tif';'*.png';'*.*'},'sav
e image','untitled.jpg'); 
   if ~isequal([sfilename,sfilepath],[0,0]) 
      sfilefullname=[sfilepath ,sfilename]; 
     imwrite(handles.img,sfilefullname); 
   else 
      msgbox('cancel','wrong'); 
   end 
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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function close_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to close (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
clc; 
close all; 
close(gcf); 
clear; 
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function open_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to open (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
[filename,pathname]=uigetfile({'*.jpg';'*.bmp';'*.tif';'*.*'},'loading'); 
if isequal(filename,0)|isequal(pathname,0) 
    errordlg('no selecting','wrong'); 
    return; 
else  
   file=[pathname,filename]; 
   global S    
   S=file; 
   x=imread(file); 
   set(handles.axes1,'HandleVisibility','ON'); 
   axes(handles.axes1); 
   imshow(x); 
   set(handles.axes1,'HandleVisibility','OFF'); 
   axes(handles.axes2); 
   imshow(x); 
   handles.img=x; 
   
  
hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
    
   guidata(hObject,handles); 
end 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_5_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_5 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_6_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_6 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
set(handles.uipanel8,'Visible','on'); 
if strcmp(get(gcbo, 'Checked'),'on') 
    set(handles.uipanel8,'Visible','on'); 
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'off'); 
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    set(handles.uipanel8,'Visible','off'); 
else  
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'on'); 
end 
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_7_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_7 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_8_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_8 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_9_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_9 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function rotate_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to rotate (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
set(handles.pushbutton1,'Visible','on'); 
if strcmp(get(gcbo, 'Checked'),'on') 
    set(handles.pushbutton1,'Visible','on'); 
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'off'); 
    set(handles.pushbutton1,'Visible','off'); 
else  
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'on'); 
end 
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_11_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_11 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton1. 
function pushbutton1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton1 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
axes(handles.axes2); 
T=getimage; 
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prompt={'angle:'}; 
defans={'0'}; 
 p=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
p1=str2num(p{1}); 
f=imrotate(handles.img,p1,'bilinear','crop'); 
imshow(f); 
handles.img=f; 
guidata(hObject,handles); 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function brightness_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to brightness (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
set(handles.pushbutton2,'Visible','on'); 
if strcmp(get(gcbo, 'Checked'),'on') 
    set(handles.pushbutton2,'Visible','on'); 
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'off'); 
    set(handles.pushbutton2,'Visible','off'); 
else  
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'on'); 
end 
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_13_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_13 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
set(handles.uipanel4,'Visible','on'); 
if strcmp(get(gcbo, 'Checked'),'on') 
    set(handles.uipanel4,'Visible','on'); 
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'off'); 
    set(handles.uipanel4,'Visible','off'); 
else  
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'on'); 
end 
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_14_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_14 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
set(handles.pushbutton7,'Visible','on'); 
if strcmp(get(gcbo, 'Checked'),'on') 
    set(handles.pushbutton7,'Visible','on'); 
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'off'); 
    set(handles.pushbutton7,'Visible','off'); 
else  
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'on'); 
end 
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_15_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_15 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
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% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
set(handles.pushbutton8,'Visible','on'); 
if strcmp(get(gcbo, 'Checked'),'on') 
    set(handles.pushbutton8,'Visible','on'); 
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'off'); 
    set(handles.pushbutton8,'Visible','off'); 
else  
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'on'); 
end 
     
     
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function uipanel3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to uipanel3 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% global T 
str=get(hObject,'string'); 
axes(handles.axes2); 
  
switch str 
  case'radiobutton1' 
        T=getimage; 
         prompt={'Input:'}; 
         defans={'1'}; 
          p=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
          p1=str2num(p{1}); 
          f=immultiply(handles.img,p1);            
          imshow(f); 
          handles.img=f; 
          guidata(hObject,handles); 
   case'radiobutton2' 
       T=getimage; 
         prompt={'Input:'}; 
         defans={'1'}; 
         p=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
         p1=str2num(p{1}); 
         f=imdivide(handles.img,p1);              
         imshow(f); 
         handles.img=f; 
         guidata(hObject,handles); 
end 
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton5. 
function pushbutton5_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton5 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLABglobal T 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
str=get(hObject,'string'); 
axes(handles.axes2); 
        T=getimage; 
         prompt={'Input:'}; 
         defans={'1'}; 
          p=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
          p1=str2num(p{1}); 
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          f=immultiply(handles.img,p1);            
          imshow(f); 
          handles.img=f; 
           
          hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
           
guidata(hObject,handles);         
       
 
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton6. 
function pushbutton6_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton6 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
str=get(hObject,'string'); 
axes(handles.axes2); 
        T=getimage; 
         prompt={'Input:'}; 
         defans={'1'}; 
          p=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
          p1=str2num(p{1}); 
          f=imdivide(handles.img,p1);              
          imshow(f); 
          handles.img=f; 
           
          hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
           
guidata(hObject,handles);         
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton7. 
function pushbutton7_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton7 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
axes(handles.axes2); 
T=getimage; 
x=imcrop(handles.img);              
imshow(x); 
handles.img=x; 
  
hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
  
axis on 
  
guidata(hObject,handles); 
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton8. 
function pushbutton8_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton8 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
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% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
axes(handles.axes2); 
T=getimage; 
x=rgb2gray(handles.img);            %rgb2gray 
imshow(x); 
handles.img=x; 
  
hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
  
axis on 
  
guidata(hObject,handles); 
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton9. 
function pushbutton9_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton9 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLABglobal T 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see 
GUIDATA)str=get(hObject,'string'); 
global T 
axes(handles.axes2); 
      T=getimage; 
         prompt={'Input:'}; 
         defans={'2'}; 
         p=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
         p1=str2num(p{1}); 
         f=imresize(handles.img,p1,'nearest');            
         imshow(f); 
         handles.img=f; 
        guidata(hObject,handles); 
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton10. 
function pushbutton10_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton10 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
axes(handles.axes2); 
T=getimage; 
         prompt={'Input:'}; 
         defans={'1'}; 
         p=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
         p1=str2num(p{1}); 
         f=imresize(handles.img,p1,'bilinear');              
         imshow(f); 
         handles.img=f; 
         guidata(hObject,handles) 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_16_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_16 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
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% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
set(handles.uipanel5,'Visible','on'); 
if strcmp(get(gcbo, 'Checked'),'on') 
    set(handles.uipanel5,'Visible','on'); 
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'off'); 
    set(handles.uipanel5,'Visible','off'); 
else  
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'on'); 
end 
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton11. 
function pushbutton11_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton11 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
axes(handles.axes2); 
 T=getimage; 
choice= questdlg('Automatically or Manually ?','Anylasis 
Method','Automatically','Manually','Manually'); 
switch choice 
    case 'Automatically'      
  
  a=edge(handles.img,'canny'); 
  imshow(a); 
  handles.img=a; 
   
  hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
   
axis on 
  
  guidata(hObject,handles); 
  
    case 'Manually'  
         
  prompt={'coefficient'}; 
  defans={'1'}; 
  p=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
  p1=str2num(p{1}); 
 a=edge(handles.img,'canny',p1); 
 imshow(a); 
 handles.img=a; 
  
 hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
  
axis on 
  
 guidata(hObject,handles); 
end 
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% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton12. 
function pushbutton12_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton12 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
axes(handles.axes2); 
 T=getimage; 
  
 choice= questdlg('Automatically or Manually ?','Anylasis 
Method','Automatically','Manually','Manually'); 
switch choice 
    case 'Automatically'     
  a=edge(handles.img,'sobel'); 
  imshow(a); 
  handles.img=a; 
  guidata(hObject,handles); 
  
    case 'Manually'   
  
  prompt={'threshold'}; 
  defans={'1'}; 
  p=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
  p1=str2num(p{1}); 
  a=edge(handles.img,'sobel',p1); 
  imshow(a); 
  handles.img=a; 
  guidata(hObject,handles); 
end 
  
 
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton13. 
function pushbutton13_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton13 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
axes(handles.axes2); 
 T=getimage; 
  
 choice= questdlg('Automatically or Manually ?','Anylasis 
Method','Automatically','Manually','Manually'); 
switch choice 
    case 'Automatically'     
  
  a=edge(handles.img,'roberts'); 
  imshow(a); 
  handles.img=a; 
  guidata(hObject,handles); 
  
    case 'Manually'     
   
  prompt={'coefficient'}; 
  defans={'1'}; 
  p=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
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  p1=str2num(p{1}); 
 a=edge(handles.img,'roberts',p1); 
 imshow(a); 
 handles.img=a; 
 guidata(hObject,handles); 
end 
  
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_17_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_17 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_18_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_18 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_19_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_19 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
set(handles.uipanel7,'Visible','on'); 
if strcmp(get(gcbo, 'Checked'),'on') 
    set(handles.uipanel7,'Visible','on'); 
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'off'); 
    set(handles.uipanel7,'Visible','off'); 
else  
    set(gcbo, 'Checked', 'on'); 
end 
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton14. 
function pushbutton14_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton14 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
axes(handles.axes2); 
T=getimage; 
choice= questdlg('Automatically or Manually ?','Anylasis 
Method','Automatically','Manually','Manually'); 
switch choice 
    case 'Automatically'       
  
  [level EM]=graythresh(T); 
  BW=im2bw(T,level);         
  BW = ~BW;  
    imshow(BW); 
    handles.img=BW;  
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    hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
     
axis on 
  
    guidata(hObject,handles);       
     
    case 'Manually'      
    
   prompt={'threshold'}; 
   defans={'1'}; 
   p=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
   p1=str2num(p{1}); 
   BW=im2bw(handles.img,p1); 
    BW = ~BW;  
    imshow(BW); 
    handles.img=BW;  
     
    hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
     
axis on 
  
    guidata(hObject,handles); 
end 
      
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton16. 
function pushbutton16_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton16 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
str=get(hObject,'string'); 
axes(handles.axes2); 
        T=getimage; 
        k=medfilt2(handles.img,[5 5]); 
        imshow(k); 
        handles.img=k; 
         
        hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
         
guidata(hObject,handles); 
   
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton17. 
function pushbutton17_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton17 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
str=get(hObject,'string'); 
axes(handles.axes2); 
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        T=getimage; 
        k=wiener2(handles.img,[5,5]); 
        imshow(k); 
        handles.img=k; 
         
        hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
         
guidata(hObject,handles); 
  
 
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton18. 
function pushbutton18_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton18 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
axes(handles.axes2); 
y1=handles.img;    
f=double(y1);       
g=fft2(f);       
g=fftshift(g);       
[M,N]=size(g); 
nn=2;       
prompt={'cut-off frequency:'}; 
         defans={'50'}; 
          d0=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
          d1=str2num(d0{1}); 
  
m=fix(M/2); n=fix(N/2); 
for i=1:M 
       for j=1:N 
           d=sqrt((i-m)^2+(j-n)^2); 
           h=1/(1+0.414*(d/d1)^(2*nn));      
           result(i,j)=h*g(i,j); 
       end 
end 
result=ifftshift(result); 
y2=ifft2(result); 
y3=uint8(real(y2)); 
imshow(y3);                                 
 
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton19. 
function pushbutton19_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton19 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
axes(handles.axes2); 
x=(handles.img); 
                 
f=double(x);                            
k=fft2(f);                                
g=fftshift(k);                              
[M,N]=size(g); 
nn=2; 
prompt={'cut-off frequency:'}; 
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         defans={'25'}; 
          d0=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
          d1=str2num(d0{1}); 
  
m=fix(M/2); n=fix(N/2); 
for i=1:M 
        for j=1:N 
            d=sqrt((i-m)^2+(j-n)^2);        
            if d<=d1 
                h=0; 
            else h=1; 
            end 
            result(i,j)=h*g(i,j); 
        end 
end 
result=ifftshift(result); 
y2=ifft2(result); 
y3=uint8(real(y2)); 
imshow(y3);                                
  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function axes1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to axes1 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: place code in OpeningFcn to populate axes1 
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton22. 
function pushbutton22_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton22 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
[filename,pathname]=uigetfile({'*.Cine';'*.jpg';'*.bmp';'*.tif';'*.*'},'loadi
ng'); 
if isequal(filename,0)|isequal(pathname,0) 
    errordlg('no selecting','wrong'); 
    return; 
else  
   file=[pathname,filename]; 
   global S    
   S=file; 
    
   p1 =str2double(inputdlg('How many image frames do you wish to 
load ?','1')); 
        numimgs=[1:p1]; 
        L=length(filename)-5; 
        [ImageData] = readcin(filename(1:L),numimgs); 
    
        p2 = str2double(inputdlg('Which image frame do you wish 
view ?','1')); %imagesc(ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,answer2)) 
        handles.filename.original = ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,p2); 
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        BW=ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,p2); 
         
         
%ag=graythresh(BW); 
%imshow(im2bw(BW,ag)); 
  
[counts,x]=imhist(BW); 
prob=counts/sum(counts); 
mean=sum(prob.*x); 
SD=sum((x-mean).^2.* prob); 
%starting threshold is chosen at t=10 
t=10;error=255; 
  
while error>1 
    prob1=sum(prob(1:t));prob2=1-prob1; 
    mean1=sum(x(1:t).*(prob(1:t)/prob1)); 
    mean2=sum(x(t+1:end).*(prob(t+1:end)/prob2)); 
    t1=round((mean1+mean2)/2+SD*log(prob2/prob1)/(mean1-mean2)); 
    error=t1-t; 
    t=t1; 
end 
  
y=(im2bw(BW,t/255)); 
            
   set(handles.axes1,'HandleVisibility','ON'); 
   axes(handles.axes1); 
   axis auto 
   imshow(y); 
   set(handles.axes1,'HandleVisibility','OFF'); 
   axes(handles.axes2); 
   axis auto 
   imshow(y); 
   handles.img=y; 
   hp = impixelinfo; 
  
   set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
  
%axis([0,250,0,250]) 
  
axis on 
   guidata(hObject,handles); 
   
end 
  
  
% --- Executes on selection change in popupmenu1. 
function popupmenu1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to popupmenu1 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
set(handles.popupmenu1,'string','A1|A2') 
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% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns popupmenu1 
contents as cell array 
%        contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from popupmenu1 
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function popupmenu1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to popupmenu1 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton23. 
function pushbutton23_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton23 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
axes(handles.axes2); 
T=getimage; 
%prompt={'angle:'}; 
%defans={'0'}; 
 %p=inputdlg(prompt,'input',1,defans); 
%p1=str2num(p{1}); 
f=imrotate(handles.img,270,'bilinear','loose'); 
  
imshow(f); 
handles.img=f; 
  
hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
  
axis on 
  
guidata(hObject,handles); 
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton24. 
function pushbutton24_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton24 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
axes(handles.axes2); 
T=getimage; 
anglemeasurement(handles.img) 
  
hp = impixelinfo; 
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guidata(hObject,handles); 
  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function axes2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to axes2 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: place code in OpeningFcn to populate axes2 
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton25. 
function pushbutton25_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton25 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T 
axes(handles.axes2); 
T=getimage; 
h=imdistline(gca); 
  
hp = impixelinfo; 
  
guidata(hObject,handles); 
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton26. 
function pushbutton26_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton26 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T  
str=get(hObject,'string'); 
axes(handles.axes2); 
        T=getimage; 
        k=medfilt2(handles.img,[5 5]); 
        imshow(k); 
        handles.img=k; 
         
a=edge(handles.img,'canny'); 
a=a(12:512,:); 
a=flipud(a); 
a=a'; 
  
axes(handles.axes3); 
cla %clear previous image 
[x,y]=find(a==1); % 
C=[x,y];% 
hold on  
plot(x,y,'g.'); 
range_max=round((max(y)-min(y))/2+min(y));% 
range_min=round((max(y)-min(y))/3+min(y));% 
plot(max(y),'b*'); 
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for i=range_min:range_max 
  
half_max_y= C(:,2)==i; 
angle_points=C(half_max_y,:); 
angle_points=[angle_points(1,:);[32,0];angle_points(2,:)]; 
plot(angle_points(:,1),angle_points(:,2),'r-'); 
angled(i-range_min+1)=atand((32-
angle_points(1,1))/i)+atand((angle_points(3,1)-32)/i); 
  
end 
  
A=median(angled) 
L=max(y)-5 
hold off 
  
% xlim([0 62]); 
% ylim([0 250]); 
  
set(handles.edit1,'string',A);%display the spray angle 
set(handles.edit2,'string',L);%display the liquid length 
  
guidata(hObject,handles);   
   
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton27. 
function pushbutton27_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton27 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
global T  
str=get(hObject,'string'); 
axes(handles.axes2); 
        T=getimage; 
        k=medfilt2(handles.img,[5 5]); 
        imshow(k); 
        handles.img=k; 
         
a=edge(handles.img,'canny'); 
  imshow(a); 
  handles.img=a;         
%save a 
hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
  
axis on 
  
anglemeasurement(handles.img) 
  
hp = impixelinfo; 
  
axes(handles.axes2); 
h=imdistline(gca); 
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hp = impixelinfo; 
set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
  
guidata(hObject,handles); 
  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function axes3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to axes3 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: place code in OpeningFcn to populate axes3 
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function alabama_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to alabama (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: place code in OpeningFcn to populate alabama 
imshow('UA3.jpg'); 
  
  
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton29. 
function pushbutton29_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton29 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
[filename,pathname]=uigetfile({'*.Cine';'*.jpg';'*.bmp';'*.tif';'*.*'},'loadi
ng'); 
if isequal(filename,0)|isequal(pathname,0) 
    errordlg('no selecting','wrong'); 
    return; 
else  
   file=[pathname,filename]; 
   global S    
   S=file; 
    
   p0=str2double(inputdlg('Which frame do you wish to start ?','1')); 
    
   p1 =str2double(inputdlg('Which frame do you wish to end ?','1')); 
        numimgs=[1:p1]; 
        L=length(filename)-5; 
        [ImageData] = readcin(filename(1:L),numimgs); 
    
   p2 = str2double(inputdlg('Which image frame do you wish 
view ?','1')); %imagesc(ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,answer2)) 
   handles.filename.original = ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,p2); 
     
   BW=ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,p2); 
   BW_normalized=BW/16383;% normalization 
   y=im2bw(BW_normalized,0.03); 
   %y=im2bw(BW);        
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   set(handles.axes1,'HandleVisibility','ON'); 
   axes(handles.axes1); 
   axis auto 
   imshow(y); 
   set(handles.axes1,'HandleVisibility','OFF'); 
   axes(handles.axes2); 
   axis auto 
   imshow(y); 
   handles.img=y; 
    
   hp = impixelinfo; 
   set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]); 
    
end 
  
axis on 
guidata(hObject,handles); 
      
  
function edit1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to edit1 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit1 as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit1 as a 
double 
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to edit1 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
  
  
function edit2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to edit2 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit2 as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit2 as a 
double  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to edit2 (see GCBO) 
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% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function mechanical_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to mechanical (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: place code in OpeningFcn to populate mechanical 
imshow('ME2.jpg'); 
   
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton30. 
function pushbutton30_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to pushbutton30 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
choice= questdlg('What file format do you wish to open ?','File 
Format','Cine','Cin','Jpeg','Jpeg'); 
  
switch choice 
     
    case 'Cine' 
        [filename pathname]=uigetfile({'*.Cine'},'File Selector'); 
        handles.answer =str2double(inputdlg('How many image frames do you 
wish to load ?','1')); 
        handles.image_count=handles.answer; 
        numimgs=[1:handles.answer]; 
        L=length(filename)-5; 
        handles.filename=filename(1:L); 
        [ImageData] = readcin(filename(1:L),numimgs); 
        handles.ImageData=[ImageData]; 
        answer2 = str2double(inputdlg('Which image frame do you wish to 
view ?','1')); 
        set(handles.Image_slider_edit,'string',num2str(answer2)); 
        set(handles.Image_slider1,'Value',floor(((answer2-1)/(handles.answer-
1))*25)); 
        set(handles.edit8,'string',handles.filename); 
         
        %image(ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,answer2)) 
        handles.filename.original =ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,answer2); 
        handles.filename.current= ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,answer2);                  
         
        BW=ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,answer2); 
        BW_normalized=BW/16383;% normalization 
        y=im2bw(BW_normalized,0.03); 
        %y=im2bw(BW); 
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        axes(handles.axes1); 
        imshow(y); 
        axes(handles.axes2); 
        imshow(y); 
        handles.img=y; 
         
%    hp = impixelinfo; 
%    set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]);        
                                 
    case 'Cin' 
        [filename pathname]=uigetfile({'*.Cin'},'File Selector'); 
        handles.answer =str2double(inputdlg('How many image frames do you 
wish to load ?','1')); 
        numimgs=[1:handles.answer]; 
        L=length(filename)-5; 
        [ImageData] = readcin(filename(1:L),numimgs); 
        handles.fielname=filename(1:L); 
        handles.ImageData=[ImageData]; 
        answer2 = str2double(inputdlg('Which image frame do you wish to 
view ?','1')); 
        %imagesc(ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,answer2)) 
        set(handles.edit8,'string',handles.filename); 
         
        handles.filename.original = ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,answer2); 
        handles.filename.current= ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,answer2); 
        axes(handles.axes1); 
        imagesc(handles.filename.original);  
         
    case 'Jpeg' 
        [filename pathname]=uigetfile({'*.jpg'},'File Selector'); 
        handles.filename.original=imread(filename); 
        handles.filename.current=imread(filename); 
        axes(handles.axes1); 
        imshow(handles.filename.original); 
end 
  
 
 %Update handles structure 
 guidata(hObject, handles);  
  
% --- Executes on slider movement. 
function Image_slider1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Image_slider1 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
% Hints: get(hObject,'Value') returns position of slider 
%        get(hObject,'Min') and get(hObject,'Max') to determine range of 
slider 
v1=get(hObject,'Value'); 
v11=floor(v1*((handles.answer-1)/25)+1); 
set(handles.Image_slider_edit,'string',num2str(v11)); 
         
        %imagesc(ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,answer2)) 
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        handles.filename.original 
=handles.ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,v11); 
        handles.filename.current= handles.ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,v11); 
     
        BW=handles.ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,v11); 
        BW_normalized=BW/16383;% normalization 
        y=im2bw(BW_normalized,0.03); 
        
        %y=im2bw(BW);        
         
        axes(handles.axes1); 
        imshow(y); 
        
        axes(handles.axes2); 
        k=medfilt2(y,[5 5]); 
        handles.img=k; 
        a=edge(handles.img,'canny'); 
        a=a(212:512,:); 
        imshow(a); 
        %axes(handles.axes2); 
   
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function Image_slider1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Image_slider1 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: slider controls usually have a light gray background. 
if isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',[.9 .9 .9]); 
end 
  
  
function Image_slider_edit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Image_slider_edit (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of Image_slider_edit as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of 
Image_slider_edit as a double 
 v2=str2double(get(hObject,'String')); 
 v22=floor(((v2-1)/(handles.answer-1))*25); 
  if v2>=0 && v2<1; 
     msg = sprintf('Max Height must be between 1 
and %s',num2str(handles.answer)); 
     warndlg(msg,'Warning','modal'); 
  
else   
 
set(handles.Image_slider1,'Value',v22);  %str2double(get(hObject,'String')) 
returns contents of edit_slider_text as a double 
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        %image(ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,answer2)) 
        handles.filename.original =handles.ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,v2); 
        handles.filename.current=handles.ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,v2); 
        
        BW=handles.ImageData.Images.RawImages(:,:,v2); 
        BW_normalized=BW/16383;% normalization 
        y=im2bw(BW_normalized,0.03); 
        %y=im2bw(BW); 
               
        axes(handles.axes1); 
        imshow(y); 
        axes(handles.axes2); 
        imshow(y); 
        handles.img=y; 
  
        %    hp = impixelinfo; 
        %    set(hp,'Position',[650 290 300 20]) 
 End 
 
 
 guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function Image_slider_edit_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Image_slider_edit (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
  
  
function edit8_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to edit8 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit8 as text 
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit8 as a 
double 
  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function edit8_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to edit8 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 
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%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 
    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 
end 
  
  
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
function ME2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to mechanical (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
  
% Hint: place code in OpeningFcn to populate mechanical 
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